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Tommy can you hear--
me? No one needs to 
tell us to get in shape 
Summer time blues: A guide to summer 
events in the Delmark celebrates 
a half century South Loop 
Page 15 
Smoke evacuates campus building 
Chicago Fire Department officials wait along Michigan Avenue lor word about a suspected lire insid~e fo:~~; ~~ 
Michigan Ave. building on May 21 . Smoke, which originated from a lilth lloor mechanical room, triggered Ihe alann. 
o No st udents hurt as hundreds 
empty out 600 S. Michigan Ave. 
By Chris Coates 
News Editor 
A smoldering fan belt in a half-century-old heating 
and cooling unit forced the evacuation of the 
Alexandroff Campus Center at 600 S, Michigan Ave. 
on May 21. The smoke originated on the fifth floor of 
the building and produced the unmistakable scent of 
burning rubber, witnesses told the Chronicle. 
Officials from the college said no one was hurt. 
The first indications of the fire came at 9: 15 p.m., 
when a fire alarm sounded, forcing student s and facul -
ty out of the building. 
Seven Chicago Fire Department trucks and a num-
ber of officials from the Chicago Police Department 
answered the call. Within a half an hour of the alarm, 
Columbia President Warrick L. Carter and Executive 
Vice President Bert Gall were at the scene. 
Carter said the fire originated on the fifth floor, 
when a belt in a heating and COOling unit burned out-
though its engine continued running. An officia l from 
the Chicago Police confirmed Carter's statement , 
See EYacutioll, Page 6 
Trustees agree 
to sell Gold 
Coast mansion 
o Carter a lso earmarked for 
another term as president of co llege 
By Ryan Adair 
Co·Editor·in·Chief 
Columbia wi ll sell its multimillion dollar presidential 
mansion after owning it for three years. 
The college's board of trustees voted May 22 in favor of 
a resolution to sell the Gold Coast property. Trustees ruso 
voted unanimously to extend Columbia President Warrick 
L. Carter's contract another four years as the institution's 
president, according to a media statement. 
"Warrick has shown outstanding vi sion during his first 
three years." said Bill Hood, chair of the board of trustees, 
in a wrinen statement to the Chronicle. "With his back-
ground in higher education and the arts, as well as in the 
corporate environment. he is very well-equipped to captain 
the Columbia team during the challenging economic times. 
He provides the strong leadership Columbia needs to con-
tinue to grow as a leader in accessible. quality, results-ori-
ented arts, media and communications education." 
Carter told the Chronicle more than a week ago he 
would seek another tenn as president of the col1ege, since 
he is rounding out the third year of his four-year contract. 
Carter's approval for another term follows the vote of con-
fidence he received from the Board 's Executive 
Conunittec. 
Carter initiated the proposal to the board of trustees to 
sell the college's presidential mansion at 1258 N, LaSalle 
See Carter, Page 6 
Manifest launches in Grant Park College bids $1.15 
o Students praise bitions and performances brought themselves on the green grass in million for storefront 
C I b'la 's I closure to Mayfest- the college's scores (0 take in the sunshine, the o um ~nnua urban arts festival--on May 22. lakefront breeze and some enter-
outdoor festival Across the street from tainment on a crisp spring day' in 
Columbia 's Alexandroff Campus Chicago's most central park. 
Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave. , "I' m really happy that this is 
hours of live music flooded Grant bappening in Grant Park. It grabs 
Park, where the main stages were everyone's attention. Here you gel 
By Angela Caputo 
Contributing Editor 
After months of planning and set up. all of the students," said Ian 
two venue changes. Manifest exhi- Students, college employees and Sklarsky, a 2 1-year-old film major. 
South Loop passersby parked With the sun piercing between 
Mark Kelly, Columbia's vice president 01 SlUdent Affairs, dances 
music 01 Yerba Buena al Man~est on May 22. Kelly's ollice planned lhe event. 
the towering buildings of South 
Michigan Ave nue, the students 
gathered between the two stages 
said they were surpri sed by how 
much fun the Manifes t event s 
turned out to be. 
" When 1 firs t heard about 
Mayfest. I thought it was going to 
be a corny event," said Topi Oni, 
20 , a sophomore film major. " But I 
realize I was just being close-
minded." 
Oni said he felt the event was a 
great way to build a sense of com-
munity within the college that is 
sometimes lost because the campus 
is scattered among several city 
blocks. 
" I eojQY that it is centered on try-
". iog ..,ld , ·pring Columbia student s 
~ togethe( ... , it 's ni ce how {people 
· frorit "a,W.inajorsj can chill togeth-
er," .he.sailk.. . 
There was quite a chi ll in the air, 
at least weather-wise, Temperatures 
dipped below 50 degrees, prompt-
See M.nIfest, Page 6 
www.columbl.achronlcie.c'Om 
o Columbia looks to purchase the 
former Universal Bowling building 
By Angela Caputo 
Contributing Editor 
As Columbia enrollment numbers continue to climb. 
administrators are working to broker expansion deals that 
would buy more room for an increasingly crowded cam-
pus. 
Among sites that college administrators have their eyes 
on is 6 19 S. Wabash Ave., where the fonner Universal 
Bowling Supplies storefront sits empty. A $1. 15 million 
offer was recently made on the building, college officials 
said. 
"We have a bid that has been accepted. {But] additional 
details have to be ironed out," said Mark Lloyd, Assistant 
of Marketing and Communications. The college hopes to 
seal the deal by midsummer, he said. 
Building owner Lawrence Weinstein has not removed 
the for-sale sign in front of the building. Weinstein could 
not be reached for comment. 
An and design is the primary depnrtment projected to 
move into the new building, if the college succeeds in pur-
chasing it. 
Currently stretched through several floors in the 623 S. 
Wabash Ave. building. moving the Art and Design 
Department next door would give the department more 
space, which students think is much needed. 
Senior Lnuren Zacher, 22. said more space is essential 
for working on large-scale projects. Zacher also said she 
hopes administrators will heed student input when devel-
oping plans for the building. 'They should ... ask students 
to participate in planning and fund raising and whatever 
See Expansion, Page 3 
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Summer schedule 
Columbia's summer semester begins on June 9. 
The term breaks on July 4 for Independence Day 
and concludes on August 2. 
New measures in place 
With the recent raising of the national terror alert 
level. Columbia safety officials have enacted 
stricter security measures. 
All those entering and leaving any Columbia 
building after 7 p.m. on weekdays are asked to sign 
in and out at the bUilding's security desk. 
Rim screening scheduled 
The Film and Video Department will present The 
Big Screen 2003 on May 29 at 7 p.m. in the Harold 
Washington Library's AuditOrium. 400 S. State SI. 
The screenings are "Persistence of Sequence" 
by Damien Jackobs Arakelyan, "anyclassi-
wannabe" by Peter Fleming. "Wrijing for Spring" by 
Sue-Yeon Jung, "Take Five" by Hirmoi Sogo. 
"Hoppe (The Round Cheeks)" by Rikei Kubo. 
"Camino/Path" by Dalia L. Tapia. "Bolexploitation" 
by Makoto Ono and "Cut and Dry" by Jenn~e r 
Gerber-Rinaldo. 
Art and design exhibited 
Students from the Art and Design Department's 
Visit i n~-art i sVFine Arts class will present their 
works In the exhibit "Studio to Street. on May 30. 
The event is at 6 p.m. in the gallery space of the 
Residence Center. 731 S. Plymouth Court . 
For more information. call (312) 375-3498. 
Composer honored 
On May 31, the college will celebrate the 75th 
birthday of composer George Crumb. a Fulbright 
Scholar and Grammy Award winner. 
The event will feature an open rehearsal of the 
International Contemporary Ensemble, a Chicago-
based group of young musicians who perform con-
temporary pieces. 
The event will be at 8 p.m. in the Concert Hall of 
the Music Center. 1014 S. Michigan Ave .• first floor. 
For more information, call (312) 344-6149. 
Photos look at role of female 
Between June 9 and August 21 , at the Hokin 
Annex Gallery, at 623 S. Wabash Ave., will display 
" Kor~ : In Her Image." 
The photographs. by Columbia senior Stephanie 
White, look into the methods in which the female 
was portrayed in 17th century Baroque works. 
White documents the process-in terms of 
mythology and symbolism-by which a young 
female becomes a woman. 
For more information on the free event, ca ll (312) 
344-7663. 
Clarification 
Because of an edit ing error in an article in the 
May 19 edition of the Chronicle ("HotHouse in hot 
water"), information concerning the purchase of 
Buddy Guy's Legends. 754 S. Wabash Ave .• was 
incorrect. 
According to documents obtained by the 
Chronicle, the college acquired the land and build-
ing at 728 S. Wabash Ave. for $2.8 million in 1999. 
In 1999, the Chicago Tribune reported that the 
building and land was purchased and then donated 
anonymously to the college. 
The Chronicle regrets the error. 
If YOu. Ilave an 
upcoming event or 
announcement, call Ihe 
Chronicle's news desk at (312) 344-7255. 
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Still in her teens, age doesn't matter for one grad 
o Seventeen year-old 
is youngest Columbia 
graduate in history 
By Oorts Oadayan 
Copy Editor 
She's not old enough to vote, buy 
c igarettes. enter a bar or rent a car. But 
come June 1, she will be a college 
graduate: a Columbia graduate. 
Born on Sept. 19. 1985, Lorrisa 
Julianus, a 17-year-old interdiscipli-
nary film and theater major, is the 
youngest graduate in the history of 
Columbia, according to Mark Kelly, 
vice president of Student Affairs. 
" I am a workaholic . I simply want-
ed to get out of school and get on with 
life," Julianus said . 
With 22 credit hours this semester, 
including five classes and two inde-
pendent projects, Julianus-a classi-
cally trained mezzo.soprano, a presi-
dential scholarship winner, an artist in 
oil painting and portrait sketching, an 
actress with more than 20 student film 
credits, and a published and produced 
playwright and director- is not a typ"" 
ical 17-year-Qld. 
"As soon as class lets out, I'm run-
ning to the train. I still have part of a 
promotional video to edit., two pairs of 
leather shoes to rivet., a World War I 
documentary to watch and a set to put 
up before my cast arrives at rehears-
al," Julianus said. 
"Clearly, this a very gifted and self-
directed student," Kelly said. 
Home-schooled since the third 
grade, Julianus graduated from the 
Hewitt School in Washougal. Wash .• 
and was concurrently enrolled as a 
college student at Joliet Junior 
College in her last two years of high 
school. The correspondence school's 
curriculum was dependent on the 
resourcefulness and drive of the indi-
vidual student. Since there were no 
lectures, all her knowledge was 
gained from assigned research and 
reading, according to Julianus. 
In the fall of 200 I, she enrolled at 
Columbia with a major in film and a 
Commentary, pgs" 14"15 
Photo Poll, pg. 15 
concentration in screenwriting. her 
favorite medium in which to write. A 
perfonnanc:e artist before she was a 
literary artist, Julianus actively net-
worked as an actor in student films, 
which led to an interdisciplinary 
major between theater and film . 
"Whi le I prefer film, theater is a 
much more accessible medium as a 
writer. If you have $10 million, you 
shoot a film. If you don't, you produce 
a play. When I do write for stage, I 
endeavor to incorporate the fast-paced 
styles of film storytelling in a theater 
context," Julianus said . 
With an ACT score of31, Julianus 
had a variety of schools from which to 
choose from. But because of her pas-
sion for film, the career opportunities 
and close location offered by 
Columbia, it was the most attractive 
choice. 
"Colwnbia is the first place I've felt 
accepted and respected by pee" my 
age," Julianus said. "Everyone is so 
different, but they respect those differ-
ences, even if they don't understand 
them." 
Laura Jaugilas, Julianus' mother, 
had her five weeks premature, and 
was ironically told, "'Well, you can't 
expect her to be as fast as other kids, 
she will be slow,'" Jaugilas said. 
As the writer and director of a play 
called "The Praetoriwn," Julianus 
atuibutes her inspiration to the Nobel 
Prize-winning Quo Vadis. "To me, it 
is the greatest fictional literary master-
piece of all time. It was required read-
ing in my first year of high school, 
and the power of its story changed the 
way I write and my reason for story-
telling," she said. "Since then, my 
area of research expertise has been the 
first century Roman empire, and my 
dream is see my adaptation of Quo 
Vadis make it to the Hollywood 
screen." 
Her distinction from her Colwnbia 
peers is clear. 
"For a 17-year-Qld kid, I find it 
absolutely amazing. She didn 't even 
want anyone to know [her agel," said 
Chris Burritt, a part-time faculty 
member in the Fi 1m and Video 
Lorrisa Julianus, a 17·year-Qld interdi." 
ciplinary theater and film major, Is the 
youngest graduate in Columbia', histo-
ry. 
Department and Julianus' independ-
ent project adviser ... It's like she's tire-
less, she just keeps going and going. 
She's probably one of the hardest 
workers I've ever met." 
Gabriel Pastrana, a junior majoring 
in theater, said that Julianus is mature 
beyond her age. "Lomsa has a goal, 
and always strives to complete that 
goal. And somehow or other, she 
manages to do it light years ahead of 
the average other 17-year-old, " 
Pastrana said. "\t's that strange combi-
nation that she's physically a 17-year-
old, but her mentality is so much 
older:' 
After graduation, Julianus said she 
plans to begin worl<ing on the third 
draft of her novel and to find an agent 
who'd represent screenwriters and 
autho" in the historical adventure and 
supernatural thriller ge~. In a per-
sonal statement, she laid out her long-
tenn plans, uLose weight, save the 
world, keep the desk clean--the usual 
faR:." 
Of course, being a college graduate, 
she's also looking for a job. 
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Pensions, protests round up year at Columbia 
o A look back at 
the college's 9 months 
By Ryan Adair 
Co-Editor·in-Chief 
Stud~nt.led anti-war protests, 
the trial-ru n of · experimental 
online registration software and an 
anonymous bomb threat were just 
some of the major news stories 
and events that impacted 
Columbia this academic year. 
The col lege a lso made several 
strides toward expansion and con-
tinued its land grab in the South 
Loop. 
In September. with the start ora 
new academic year, it was 
revealed that after months of col-
legewide speculation, the fi nal 
cost of the extensive renovat ions 
on Columbia Pres ident Warrick L. 
Caner 's mansion totaled $2.35 
million. 
The co llege first purchased the 
Gold Coast property in late 2000 
fo r $1.35 million. The structure at 
1258 N. LaSall e 51. underwent a 
complete remodeling period, with 
the entire house totally guned. 
Carter had only li ved in the co l-
lege-furnished house fo r 17 
months, when it was announced 
that the college will seek to se ll 
the mansion. Details on the future 
of where the college president wi ll 
live have yet to be hashed out, but 
Carter told the Chronicle, "The 
colll!ge has some responsibility to 
provide housing to the pres ident 
because of all the responsibilities 
and frame building he or she must 
do for the institution." 
Construction crews got busy on 
the comer of State Street and 
Congress Parkway, beginning ini -
tial work on the University Center 
of C hicago, also dubbed ' the 
"superdonn." 
The center, which wi II house 
more than 600 Columbia students, 
will be ready for the fall 2004 
semester. The 700,000-square-
foot donn will also have retail 
space on the ground level and 
hous ing will be shared by neigh-
boring Roosevelt and DePaul uni-
versities. 
Since September, the skeleton 
of the I8-story structure is all but 
complete, with crews now work-
ing on the building 's fa~ade . 
This fa ll, Columbia also intro-
duced the fi rst on-campus medical 
center for both full- and part-time 
students. Located on the sub- level 
of the 73 1 S. Plymouth Court 
donn, the Student Health Center is 
open fi ve days a week and is 
staffed by a nurse practitioner and 
a doctor who visits every Tuesday. 
The center does not treat major 
medical emergenc ies, but does 
offer vaccinations, pregnancy test-
ing, and strep throat and mono 
screening. 
The fourth floor of the J. Ira and 
Nicki Harris Family Hostel. under 
the operat ion of Hostell ing 
Expansion 
Continued from Front Page 
else they need to do," she .said. 
International, at 18 E. Congress 
Parkway, was turned over to the 
college's Residence Life program. 
Forty-four add itional students 
were able to live in the Congress 
Parkway donn, and were given 
meal cards for use at the adjacent 
Roosevelt Un iversity's cafeteria. 
The meal plan was included. since 
none of the rooms on the fourth 
floor have private kitchen facil i-
ties. 
Columbia received a $2 million 
gift from the state of flli nois in late 
September to aid in the continued 
expansion of the college's 1104 S. 
Wabash Ave. building, known as 
the Ludington bu ilding, wh ich 
houses the Film and Video 
Department 
The funding was secured afte r 
Film and Video Department Chair 
Bruce Sheridan and Doreen 
Bartoni , then-acting dean of the 
School of Media Arts, traveled to 
Springfield, 111. to network with 
legislatures. 
"The [ money] is ultimately a 
benefi t to the college. It acceler-
ates moving the Film and Video 
Department completely into the 
Lud ington building," Bartoni said. 
" [Operat ing the seventh-floo r 
faci lities will] free up space in the 
rest of the college." 
The money will be used to fin-
ish the building's seventh floor, 
which will house the department's 
" An ever-growing number of stu-
dents are coming from outside 
Chicago'S metropolitan area:" 
By stark contrast, college offi-
cials admitted enrollment for the 
spring 2003 semester was lower 
than expected. 
Currently, there are 9,068 stu-
dents in attendance at Columbia, 
up s lightly from last spring's 
semester, but down from last 
semester. 
"We usually have between 5 to 
I 0 percent fewer students from the 
fall semester to spring," said 
El izabeth Silk, of the Office of 
Planning and Institutional 
Research. "There are just fewer 
students coming in, in the 
spring ... so it's pretty nonnal and 
consistent." 
A fonner Columbia student was 
among the 2 1 dead during the 
tragedy at E2, a South Side night. 
club. 
Da Shand Ray, 24, was not cur-
rently anending Columbia at the 
time of his death, but was enro lled 
off and on from 1999 through 
2002, majoring in radio. 
Ray died during the stampede 
of Feb. 17 as massive amounts of 
c1ub-geers tried to exit the two-
story building at 2347 S. Michigan 
Ave. 
After a semester and a halfserv-
ing as acting dean, Bartoni was 
named penn anent dean of the 
Chronicle file 
The E2 nightclub disaster in February claimed the life of a former 
Columbia studen~ OaShand Ray. The stampede, which grabbed national 
headlines, .. suited in a outgrowth of support for the victims, 
post-production labs-including 
audio labs, Foley and automatic 
dialogue replacement stages, in 
addition to space for screening 
rooms and workshops. 
A major enrollment milestone 
was reached for the college in the 
fall, with nearly 10,000 students 
attending Columbia. The all-time 
high was attributed to an unex-
pectedly large fresrunan class, as 
well as a healthy boost for the 
Graduate SchooL Overall, .enroll· 
ment was up 4 percent fo r the fall. 
" We [Columbia] are becoming 
a destination college. Students are 
coming from far and wide to go to 
school here," said Vice President 
o f Student Affairs Mark Kelly. 
school of Media Arts. This was 
fo llowing an extensive search 
period in which three other out-
s ide candidates were interviewed 
and invited to give presentations 
to the college community. 
On March 7. an anonymous 
bomb threat was called into 
Columbia, causing the immediate 
evacuation of the college 's 11 
campus buildings. 
Four hundred and fi fty dorm 
res idents were forced into the 
street for several hours while 
bomb-sni ffing dogs and police 
officials combed each of college 's 
building. The cal l turned out to be 
ge 6i 
Money for overhauling the space has not yet been 
raised and administrators said it is too. soon to specu-
late on how much the total project of annexing the 
bui lding would cost. Renovations are not budgeted for 
the upcoming year and are not antic ipated to begin 
until at least the following year. . 
interview with the Chronicle, saying it may be possi-
ble to physically connect the buildings. 
Administrators are watching other neighboring 
buildings with hopes that they could be acquired or 
transfonned to expand campus amenities . . 
A student center is being planned for the 754 S. 
Wabash Ave. building, which currently houses Buddy 
Guy 's Legends. The building has been in the college'S 
possession since 1989. A feas ibi lity study is being 
deve loped and a capital campaign-to pay for con-
struction costs-may be launched in the upcoming 
year, Lloyd said. 
Lloyd said it is too soon to make redevelopment 
plans considering the college doesn' t even own the 
building yet. 
Fresrunan Joe Grochicki, 19, said he hopes the plan 
would provide more open space for students' inde-
pendent projects. "If they made it [into] lab space or 
open studios that would be great." 
Adjoining neighboring campus buildings has been 
suggested in a preliminary plan developed by 
Columbia administrators, wh ich was obtained by the 
Chronicle. The plan ind icates there is dialogue about 
bridging build ings on Wabash and Michigan avenues 
through the al leyway, as well. 
President Carter alluded to the plan, in an earlier 
The Dirk Wexler bui lding, 628 S. Wabash Ave., is 
also of interest to the college in the plan for expansion, 
but it doesn't look like a deal wil l be brokered anytime 
soon. 
"The college would love to acquire that building ... 
the owner is not interested and that's where it stands." 
Lloyd said. 
Campus News 
Georgia Evdoxiadis 
Co-Editor-in-Chicf 
So it's all up to Chris Coates. !lis is the young, freshly 
scrubbed face you may be used to see ing in the City 
Beat section. 
He's the one hiding behind The New York Times. 
Coates will be ed itor-in-chief next year, and my reign 
as empress of The Ed ito r 's Desk wi ll be just a fuzzy 
memory in Columbia's co llective unconscious. 
Meanwhile, I will be fre net ica lly wrigg ling my way 
into The Dai ly Herald, with lin le hope of writ ing a page-
three column in any th ing approaching the near future. 
You w ill st ill be at Columbia, o r like me, wi ll have grad-
uated into the " rea l world" we 've heard so much about. 
I' ll admit it : Settl ing on a topic for my last column 
was someth ing of a chore. There is always the tempta-
tion to drone on and on and on about holding on to your 
dreams no matter what obstacles you may face. I wi ll 
resist that te mptat ion, mostly because I don't th ink 
there 's anything wro ng w ith giving up on dreams, espe-
cially stupid ones. I wanted to be a ba ller ina whe n I was 
litt le. That was a stupid d ream, most ly because I am not 
ath let ic, or a good dancer. So I gave up on it. Good fo r 
me. 
I a lso wanted to avoid getti ng all mushy, chees ing 
end less ly about how much I've loved school. I consid-
ered tit ling my last co lum n "Why College is a Waste of 
Time-And Money, Too." After all, I'd li ke to cont inue 
getting compla int letters after I leave. 
3 
But the bes t idea, as so often happe ns, was the fi rst 
idea that occurred to me. I' d li ke to leave yo u with a 
very sho rt li st of WHAT I PIC KED UP AT COLUMB IA, 
or, HOW I LEARNED TO STOP WOR RYING AND 
LOVE OAS IS. 
• Wisdom is rarely found in books, learn ing is rare ly 
fo und in a building, and jobs are rarely found anywhe re. 
• The complexity of a syllabus is d irectly proport ion-
al to how far the teacher will d igress from it. 
• Finding a libera l at the Chro nicle is like finding a 
blond g uy with d reds at a Dave Matthews conce rt . 
• Although I have abso lute ly no proof of this, I 
believe the Columbia elevators are run with an Atari 
j oystick by a narco lept ic leprechaun. And he's not a 
friendly leprechaun. He's one of those chew-ofT-your-
nose-while-he-cackles-insane Iy leprechauns. 
• More Americans will vote for the American Ido l 
than for the American pres ident . . 
• If you don' t thi nk someth ing's art, it probably is. 
• If you don 't thi nk something 's possible, it's proba-
bly a lready happened. 
• If you fo rgot what you were thi nking, you ' re prob-
ab ly wearing patchouli. 
• It 's ti me to let go o f "The S impsons." Yes, I said it. 
Let goooooo. 
• Protest ing is coo l. Compla in ing about the fac ili ties 
in a jail a fter yo u are arrested fo r p rotesti ng is not cool. 
Ca lli ng 911 on your cell phone while the pol ice are 
arresting you is so uncool that it becomes cool. 
• Good-looking people neve r think they' re good-
looking eno ugh, r ic h people never th ink they ' re r ich 
eno ugh and Colum bia students never th ink they might 
be overdressed for class. 
• When a professor puts his social securi ty number at 
the top of hi s sy llabus, he may need to consider retire-
ment. 
• Being mean is easier than being ni ce, but not as 
productive . 
• There is no offshoot o f Street Wise that sends 
homeless peo ple out to sell The Onion. The Onion is, in 
fact , free . It is also a j oke . 
• Just because it takes a sc hool 10 years to put reg is-
trat ion online doesn ' t mean it's behind the ti mes. Wait . 
Actually, it does. 
• Being a fa ir-weathe r fan lets yo u bypass all the 
agony and take part in all the g lo ry. Go C ubs! 
• Bob Si rott g raduated from Colum bia in the early 
'70s. I don ' t know what Ma rianne M urciano's alma 
mater is, but I bet she g raduated after the zenith o f the 
bellbottom tro use r. 
• Writing is easy. Edi t ing is hard . 
• Just because yo u buy a preside nt a mansion doesn ' t 
mean yo u can make him live in it. 
• Solv ing our natio na l voting cris is may be as s imple 
as g ivi ng away one free bag of Jay's potato c hips w ith 
each ballot cast. 
That's pretty much the we ll of my wisdom, d rained for 
the benefi t of every Columbia student, faculty, stafT 
member and admi ni strator. As a last bit of advice, I say: 
Enjoy li fe, don't wear sunscreen and avoid any col umn 
addressed to anot her pe rson. . 
I did write th is co lum n aga inst Coates' sage advice, 
but so what? 
He's not ed itor- in-ch iefyet. 
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B.Y.O.D. 
(build your own dorm) 
Furnish your space! save money, and maybe get it all ' for FREE! 
~ ........................• 
• • 
• • 
: Bring in this ad and save: : 
• • 
: $200 on a $'1,000 purchase : 
• • : $1,00 on a $500 purchase : 
: $50 on a $250 purchase : 
: . $20 on ~ $100 purchase ' : 
• 
· '. • Expi res Sept 1, 2003. Ono coupon per customer. N<;> r ks. ' 
• Valid on in-stock merchandise. only. This offer has no Ctlsh value and • 
• is not valid with any other promotion or on previous purchases. • 
• Discount is applied before tOJ<. offer not valid if duplicated Ol' altered. • 
• Coupon "!,,st be P!esenl<ld at Hmo 01 purchase. Valid only at IKEA;c;hicaga . . • 
• Some products require assembly. • " • 
\1 ••••• -.................... . 
l························· 
. -' . 
• • 
: Win one o,t, fou~ 'A~' : 
: $250 shopping 'sprees to : 
: furnish your space. : 
• ~m~ -• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
· " • • . "; ..
• 
• 
• : 
IKEA Schaumburg: North of Woodfield Mall (847)969-9700 
H,,: Mon-Fr; : lOam-9pm, Sat: 9am-l0pm, Sun: lOam-8pm 
Check us out at: www.ikea.com 
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$7.75 
Student Rate 
A.M. ·or P.M. 
CHICAGO PRESENTS THE STUDENT FILM FESTIVAL 
EXPERIMENTAL ANIMATION NARRATIVE DOCUMENTARY 
.7 PM THURSDAY MAY 29, 2003 
THE HAROLD WASHINGTON LIBRARY AUDITORIUM 
400 SOUTH STATE STREET, CHICAGO 
ADMISSION IS FREE Columbia COLLE el CHIC ... 80 I .. ,~ ,. 
6 Campus News 
Year in Review 
Conllnued from Page 3 
a prank, according to security personnel. 
"This was not a terrorist threat," said 
Martha Meegan. director of campus safety. 
.. It was in the 'best interest of the commu-
nity to shut down the college." 
A II classes and perfonnances were can-
celed for the even ing, but everything was 
up and running by the next day. 
Meegan said there was no recording of 
the call, but college officials were investi-
gating possible suspects. 
"The college will prosecute to the fullest 
extent of the law," Meegan sa id. 
Also in March came the U.S.-led war in 
Iraq. March 20 turned out to be a busy day 
at the college, w ith nearly 150 students and 
faculty walking out of class and gathering 
in front of the 623 S. Wabash Ave. bui lding 
to protest against the military action over-
seas. The group later joined a citywide 
protest at Federal Plaza. 
"Hopefully, if everyone across the coun-
try [protested], at last George W. Bush 
would see it and change his mind about the 
war," said Vadim Shapiro, a freshman 
management major. 
That same day, it was announced that 
Columbia wou ld be closing the doors on 
its Cont inuing Educat ion program, known 
as Columbia 2, due to stagnant profits. 
The suspension of the program will take 
place at the end of this summer and last for 
the next two to three years as the college 
re-evaluates the direction of the program, 
Carter said. 
Continuing Education usually enrolled 
Evacuation 
Continued from Front Page 
nearly 1,000 students per academic year, 
according to coordinator Chuck Freilich. 
The program, fim established in 1996, 
offers certificate courses for students seek-
ing a specific area of interest, such as web-
site design or voice over perfonnance. 
"I'm not happy about it, but I understand 
the reason why the college has decided to 
do this," Freilich said. "They have a duty 
to be fiscally responsible. We were making 
a profit...but not a lot of money." 
Also that day, Carter hosted the fi m-
ever State of the College Address for the 
Columbia community. The speech was 
broadcast live on the campus television 
newscast, "News beat." During his speech, 
Carter addressed the college's failing 
endowment; which has lost nearly $20 
million due to the weak stock market, in 
addition to students' concerns over 
OASIS, the college's new online registra-
tion portal. Following the speech, the floor 
opened up to a 30-minute quest ion and 
answer session for students, faculty and 
staff. 
By the beginning of April, college offi-
cials announced they would hike tuition 
for the forthcoming semester by 8.5 per-
cent. Students returning for the 2003-2004 
academic year will pay an additional 
$ 1, 100. . 
The increase came after approval from 
-the college's Board of Trustees. Overall 
students wi ll dole out $14,880 for the 
upcoming academic year, not including 
mandatory and class fees. 
Carter said the tuition increase was nec-
essary due to the soft economy, anemic 
endowment and price of continuing col-
lege expansion. 
Caner said he understands students' 
concerns about Colwnbia becoming too 
expensive. 
"There is a great amount [of] concern 
among myself and the Board of Trustees 
members," he said. "We try to hold down 
increases as much as we can while meeting 
the needs of the growing institution ... it's a 
delicate balance." 
. Showing another change in academic 
structure, a committee was established to 
review the college's general education 
requirements, including a proposal to 
eliminate the Senior Seminar program and 
implement a new junior-level equivalent. 
Other changes include a required freshman 
seminar class, required Global Awareness 
class, a required class called American 
Pluralism, and having English 
Composition [ and H as a requirement for 
all freshmen. The committee is also seek-
ing to completely eliminate the required 
Foundations of Computer Applications 
class. The changes could go into effect as 
early as 200S. . 
"What we're striving for here is a logi-
cal framework for the Liberal Arts and 
Sciences," said Dean of the School of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences Cheryl Johnson-
Odim. "That is, instead of having a laun-
dry list of courses that students have to 
pick from." 
• .,27,2003 
No major problems were reported with 
the college's new online registration soft-
ware OASIS, which was given a test run 
by registering more than 2,000 Colwnbia 
students for swnmer classes. 
In May, Colwnbia officials decided to 
freeze all payments to the college's pen-
sion fund while trustees look for a new 
plan. The debt was reportedly more than 
59 million. An internal committee has 
been fonned and will convene throughout 
the summer months, posting regular 
updates on a soon-to-be-established web-
site. The college is also bringing in an 
expert on pensions to offer insight into the 
problem. Colwnbia would like to have the 
new plan in place by the fall semester, 
Carter said. 
In college expansion news, Colwnbia 
will soon have an addition to the 623 S. 
Wabash Ave. building, following the bid 
acceptance from the owners of the 
Universal Bowling building, just north of 
the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building. Although 
no contracts have been finalized, Carter 
told the Chronicle that the school will own 
the building, and is looking to connect it to 
the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building. The 
school's second-largest departinent, Art 
and Design, would likely set up shop in the 
new building. 
'" want to make Art and Design in the 
623 Wabash building, what Film is to the 
Ludington buil~ing,," Carter said. 
Carter 
ConUnued from Front Page 
St 
adding that the smoke or iginated from a blower motor 
in a storage closet on the floor. The smoke staned in a 
mechanical room on the west side of the building, Gall 
sa id . 
Like the March 7 evacuation, the alann forced 
dozens of students to wait outside in the unusually 
cold spring weather. 
"The full board can only depose of college assets," 
Carter told the Chronicle at an end-of-the-year press brief-
ing. . 
Gall said "a blade on the fan system failed" on the 
heating and cooling unit, which dated to "at least 
1950." The floor contains many of the school's execu-
tive offices-including Gall's and Carter's-along 
with the college 's mailroom and cashier's window. 
Gall said the only noticeable damage was to several 
ceiling tiles and one door. 
"I was on the 13th floor and the alarm just started 
going off," said Louis Diaz, a 24 year-old television 
major. "So I took the stairs." 
"Some of my classmates said that they smelled 
burnt rubber on the fifth floor," said Raeann Olson, a 
20-year-old graphic design major. 
The fire occurred the same day and within hours of 
an explosion at the Yale University Law School in 
New Haven, Conn. Carter said' the explosion at Yale 
University di~ not have any impact on the scale of the 
evacuation effort. 
Carter said, although the belt only smoldered, col-
lege officials opened windows on the floor to the 
remove the odor. The next morning, Gall said the odor 
was all but gone. "Thi·s was just a piece of equipment that burned 
out," Caner said. The president said he was notified of the fire via "an 
emergency system" of telephone calls. Likewise, the fire did not have any impact on the 
college's annual arts and media festival in Grant Park, 
Manifest, on May 22. 
On March 7, the college received a threat from an 
anonymous caller who said. a bomb was inside a 
Columbia building. The call forced the rpandatory 
evacuation of all II of Columbia's buildings in the 
city's South Loop. 
- Lisa Ba/de contributed to this report. 
Manifest 
Continued from Front Page 
ing one member of the Cuban-
Afro group, Verba Buena, to com-
plain of the unseasonably cool 
weather. It was chilly enough to 
see one's own breath. 
Beats from hip-hop and drum 
and base music spilled out of the 
park and down Michigan Avenue 
to I l·th Street, where they were 
drowned out by performances on 
the Garden Stage in front of the 
Getz Theater, 72 E. II St. 
"The creativity of Columbia is 
hanging out in the st reets as it 
should be ," sa id Vice Pres ident of 
Student Affairs Mark Kelly. 
Adrenaline , a dance group com-
prised of Latino Alliance and 
Fusion student group members, 
was a favorite act among atten-
dees. 
The group had been .practicing 
their act three times a week over 
the past month and a half. sa id 
performer Jessica Guzman, 21, 
president of the Latino Alliance. 
" It's an accomplishment to get 
up there," she said. 
group. 
" I saw a lot of guys dance ." 
Diaz said . " I a lways thought it 
was a gi rl 's thing . It opened my 
eyes." 
Across the street from the gar-
den pe rformance venue, ga lleries 
were staged in the 1104 S . Wabash 
Ave. building as pa rt of the 
ArtWalk, a walk ing tour' that 
showcased hundreds of student-
made art pieces. 
A photography exhibit in the 
Glass Curtain Gallery enticed film 
and video student Chri stopher Ho, 
21, to check out some Manifest 
events. 
Ho said he was surpri sed and 
excited to see so many great 
works in the photography exhibit. 
" It was more than I expected," he 
sa id. 
Ke lly, who was seen at the 
event dancing to the acts, said the 
second annual Mayfest was a 
great success and that it is on its 
way to becoming even better. 
. Carter said the weak economy, a nearly 520 million dip 
in Colwnbia's endowment and a possible cut in state fund-
ing for private colleges were aU driving forces behind seil-
ing the 8,OOO-square-foot townhouse. 
Colwnbia first bought the property in November 2000 
for $1.35 million, and completely remodeled it for $2.35 
million. 
1l1e mansion features an elevator, commercial kitchen, 
two guest bedrooms and a library with a large drop-down 
projection screen. 
College officials maintained the house's main purpose 
was to host potential fundraisers and donors to Colwnbia, 
in addition to having special functions and ceremonies. 
At press time, college officials had no time table for seil-
ing the mansion and no alternative plan for housing the 
president 
"The issue of the house has been an unremitting source 
of controversy over the past couple. of years and it's time to 
move on to other more important ~usiness of the college, 
such as continuing to enhance student services, faculty, 
classroom and technical facilities and raising money for 
student scholarships," Carter, who was Wlllvailable for fur-
ther comment, said in a press statement. "We're looking 
forward with confidence to a bright future for Colwnbia." 
Sonny Diaz, 20, a DePaul 
Un iversity student sa id he was 
moved by an afte rnoon perform-
ance of the Latin culture dance 
"Our aspiration is that in a cou-
ple of years thi s is going to be the 
greatest ans fai r in Chicago," he 
sa id. Brian MoroIo:zynskvcnronic~ The Raspberry Bird Circus Puppetry Parade heads south on Wabash Avenue toward GllInt Pirie. nie 
group, a class In the Art and Design department, designed their own costume. Ind pe!formed on the 
Main Stage at Manlfe.t. 
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Columbia COLLEGE CHICAGO 
2~03 SENIOR CLASS VIDEO 
The 2003 Senior class video is a documentary-Style video of Columbia's unique 
commencement, complete with footage shot at the 2003 MayFEST/MANIFEST festival 
and footage of each graduate crossing the stage shot by award-winning Columbia 
FilmNideo alums, Samantha Sanders and John Farbrother. 
Don't miss seeing yourself on the big screen. You will appreciate this great keepsake for 
the rest of your life! 
t:l0 BEFORE MAY:lO 
t't& AFTER MAY:lO 
Pick up an order form in room 301, 623 S. Wabash or at the Video kiosk at the 
graduation ceremony. 
Don't forget to visit the commencement website to get up-to-date commencement info! 
www.calam .eda /commencement ... ~ .. 
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Week 4 and 5 HIGHLIGHTS' MAY 19 - 301 2003 
Through May 31 
> Creativity with a Conscience: open exhibit 
Senior Seminar presents awarcj.winning Student 
Vision Projects from the Alexandroff Exhibit 
> 623 S. Wabash, 2nd floor display cases 
> ASL-English Interpreters' Portfolio 
Showcase 5:30-9:30pm 
Graduating seniors in the American Sign Language-
English Interpretatlon department showcase thei r 
skills through portfolios on videotape. 
> 623 S. Wabash. Room 213 
Through May 24 
> Senior Directing Project: Italian-American 
Reconciliation: Directed by Latlfa Warren 
> Classic Stud io Theatre, 72 E. 11th 
> CaU 312-344-6101 for times. 
> Senior Showcase 7pm 
The Theater department presents amual performances 
by graduating students in Acting and Musical lheater. 
> New Studio Theatre, 72 E.11th 
> 3rd Annual Written Image Awards: 7-10pm 
The Aim department presents an awards ceremony 
showcasing the screenwriting talent of students 
and alumni. 
> Hennann O. Conaway Center, U04 S. Wabash, 1st 
> S e n ior Recital: 'Co!ln Bradford: 12:30pm 
> Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan, Concert Hall 
> Senior Showcase Reception Gpnt ScreenlIC 6:30pm 
The Television department's annual juried screening 
of innovative new video work from graduating seniors, 
featuring the newest and best in documentary, come-
dy, video art and music video. 
> 600 S. Michigan, Studio A. 15th floor 
> Manifest Student Kick-Off Party 7pm-11pm 
The end of the year event for student 
organization members. 
> Hokln Annex, 623 S. Wabash, 1st Floor 
> MANIFEST "03: All-Day Urban Arts Fe. t lval 
Check out our website at 
www.mayfestmanifest.colum.edu 
for details on this day! 
ASl-Eng!lSh tnterprewtion will be provided for some 
event.s. Cail 31.2·344-7837 for more Informat IOI\. 
Through Junl 1 
> A + 0 Design Exhibition 
Graduating seniors present significant bodies 
of work in their chosen design media. 
> The Raw Space, 1104 S. Wabash, 8th Floor 
Through June 7 
> 2003 Senior: Fine Arts Exhlbltl"" 
Graduating seniors exhibit Significant bodies 
of work in thei r chosen fine art media. 
> A + D :Lith St. Gallery, 72 E. :I.1th 
> Hair Trigger Release Party & 25th 
Birthday Celebration: 7-10:30pm 
Student authors read from the 25th anniversary edi-
tion of Hair Trigger, the Fiction Writtng department' s 
award winning anthology of student work. 
> Hokln Gallery, 623 S. Wabash, 1st Floor 
> Senior Recital: Mayu Uchlo. kl : 12:30pm 
> Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan, Concert Hall 
Through May 24 
> Weapons of Mass Construction: 
Performances I: Doors C 6:30pm 
Performances 0 7:30 pm 
> The Raw Space, 1104 S. Wabash, 8th floor 
> re:actlon: 6-9pm 
Interactive Multimedia presents an exhibition 
showcasing emerging talents who have created 
interactive portfolios , collaborative projects , and 
conceptual designs. 
624 S. Michigan, 6th Floor 
Through May 29 
> Senior Directing Project: Waiting tor 
the Parade: Direcled by Marissa McKown 
> New Studio Theatre, 72 E.11th 
> Call 312-.344-6101 tor times. 
Through May 29 
> Senior Directing Project: The Long 
Way Home: Directed by s~ndy ~arst 
> New Studio Theatre, 72 E.llth 
> Call 312-.344-610~ for times. 
> Columbia College Jazz 
Ensemble Concert: 7pm 
The Columbia College Jau Ensemble, directed by 
SCott Hall , presents the music of Dizzy Gillespie and 
Horace Sliver. 
> Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan, Concert Hall 
> Columbia Poetry Review Reading: 
5:30-7:30pm j 
Contributors to the Columbia Poetry Review, including ! 
advanced poetry majors, read from and celebrate the . 
publlcatlon of the English department's natJonally 
distributed poetry maaazine. 
> Hokln Hall. 623 S. Wabash, 1st Roor. 
> Honoring Our Honor Students In 
the School of Media Arts: 4-7pm 
A catered reception and presentation of certificates 
of achievement will recognize students in the School 
ot Media Arts wfth a cumulative GPA of 3 .75 or higher. 
> Hermann Conaway Cente :1.104 S. Wabash, 1.st Floor 
> Senior Recital Adv.nced Composition: 6pm 
> Music Center,-1..01=4 S.' Mtchlcan, Concert H.tI-~ 
> The Big Screen: 7pm 
Senior and graduate film students present 
outstanding works at the Harold Washington 
Ubrary Auditorium. 
> Harold Washington Library, 400 S. State 
> call: 312.344.6709 
Both Perfonnances through May 31 
> Choreographic Projects & Student 
Improvisation Group: 8pm 
Featuring six new choreographic works by upper 
level dance majors as well as the. work of -Three 
Walking,· the advanced student Imporvisation 
group to the Dance Center. . 
> Dance Center, 1306 S. Michigan 
> Weapons of Mass 
Construction: Performances II: 
Doors 06:30pm Performances. 7:30 pm 
Performances and installations from Master 
ot Arts In Interdisciplinary Arts candidates. 
> The Raw Space, :1.104 S. ~abash, 8th floor 
Our" Sponsors: 
, 
•• 
~ 
HotHouse 
@) 
~ . 
(.'l-PTI O N S SHU;;U:' 
Presented by Student Affairs and C' Space • • the I8l1erles and .tudent centers of Columbia CoIle(e. 'Funded btt student ItCtMt)' 
fees_ Additional support provided by the Student Pro&rammlnc Board and the Offlce of the Pre.ldent of Columbia CoIlqe Chiea(O. 
May 27, 2003 
SPRING 
POETRY 
READINGS 
Sponsored by the English Department of Columbia College Chicago 
QUINCY TROUPE POETRY READING 
Thursday May 29, 5:30 pm 
Ferguson Theater 
600 South Michigan Avenue 
Poet, performer, and editor Quincy Troupe is author of the 
poetry collections Choruses: Poems (Coffee House Press, 
1999), Avalanche (1996), Weather Reports: New and 
Selected Poems (1991), Skulls along the River (1984), 
Snake-Back Solos: Selected Poems 1969-1977, which 
received the American Book Award, and Embryo Poems: 
1967-1971 . He is also the author of Miles: The 
Autobiography (1989), James Baldwin: The Legacy (1989), 
and Miles and Me: A Memoir of Miles Davis (2000). Born in 
New York City, he lives in San Diego. " •. ~ , , 
.......... , ...... ..-.-
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AND YOU COULD 
WIN THIS 
"Blood is the Fuel of life" 
All those who present to 
donate at any mobile blood drive 
or donor center between 
May 1, 2003 to 
June 30, 2003 
will be eligible to enter 
a random drawing to win this 
2003 Mustang Convertible. 
LIFEi)OURCE 
Blood Services 
Call today to schedule your appolntmeml 
1-811-lIFESOURCE 
Most be 18 yea<$ Of older to ent:ef-C.r nol1f8nslefBbIe end not redeemable kif calh-C.r mIke Of model is not Ixchang. 
able - Car has ~Iic standard options-WlMflr responsible lor" applicable ineome taxes · AMounoernent r:A wIMer wi be on 
Be one of the 17 to 24 year 
and build democraCy tHh"lllefh nllticfnal 
NATIONAL CAMPus NEws 
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Sexpert urges students to try it all 
o Northwestern students 
'learn the finer points of self-love' 
By Maridel Reyes 
Daily Northwestern (Northwestern U.) 
coeds packed the Michigan Room · of 
Norris University Center to learn the 
finer points of se lf-love. 
Jennifer Hochstadt, the group's fire-
s ide co-chairwoman, sa id emPOWER 
brought Deysach to put a "positive spin" 
on sex and provide a shift away from 
more serious fireside topics. 
stimulates both the vagina and the cli-
toris . The device, once featured on the 
cable-te levision show "Sex and the 
City," is perfect for someone who wants 
"a toy you turn on and don't have to do 
sh--" with to enjoy yourself, Deysach 
said. 
"Don't ever put anything in your butt 
that you can 't hold onto," she said. 
In the question and answer session, 
Oeysach said women can train them-
selves to have multiple orgasms. 
"Work on it," she said. "Take a couple 
days off [from] class." 
(U-WIRE) EVANSTON, III.-The 
pink-haired speaker positioned her sex 
toys in a rowan the podium, pointing to 
one soft. blue, bumpy, phallic object 
with a wink. 
"You hear so much about eating disor-
ders, [sexually transmitted diseases] and 
safe sex," sa id Hochstadt, a Weinberg 
sophomore. "We wanted to bring some-
thing fun. It's not just [about] safe sex, 
but better sex." 
"I know women who wouldn't leave 
the house without 'em," she said. 
EmPOWER members raffled off about 
a dozen items worth more than $300 
from Oeysach's store. Prizes ranged 
from a "Tasty Yum Pack" containing fla-
vored condoms and lick-able tattoos to 
lubricant, guides on how to give oral sex 
and nipple clamps. 
Deysach, who is also a sex columnist 
for Punk Planet magazine, said men who 
come to her for advice often have one 
burning question. 
And she 's got the answer down. "It's ca lled ' the Marge,'" sa id Searah 
Deysach. referring to the vibrator's sim-
ilarity to the "The Simpsons" character 
with a gigantic putT of blue hair. 
After an introduction by Director of 
Health Education Ken Papineau on 
STDs, Deysach stepped to the plate-
us ing several visual aids. 
"You can't make your d--- bigger. You 
can't make your d--- bigger. You can't 
make your d--- bigger," she said. "Learn 
how to use them." 
Audience member Steve Crowe said 
he was happy to win a jar of chocolate 
A crowd of more than 160 
body paint. . 
Northwestern students-mostly ' 
female-erupted into giggles. 
Sex with a partner works better if one 
is well acquainted with his or her own 
equipment, she said. "It's a good idea to 
masturbate with a partner. It may be hard 
because it's ~ind of ... eww-gee." 
She suggested shaving pubic hair to 
make penises seem larger. · 
"I can ' t wait to use it and find out if it 
really tastes like chocolate," s~id Crowe, 
a Weinberg sophomore. 
Oeysach, who owns Early to Bed, 
Chicago's first sex-shop geared toward 
women, gave the skinny on May 20 on 
how to have good sex in a fireside spon-
sored by emPOWER-a part of 
Northweste rn's Panhellenic Association 
that focuses on women's issues. Curious 
She then gave students loads of 
advice. 
And though many young people don't 
cons ider ana l sex an option, Deysach 
said most people have tried it by the time 
they reach age 30. 
After her talk Deysach fielded ques-
tions about anal beads and general safe-
ty precautions. 
Although some students yelled "eww" 
and laughed at some of the topics .. 
Deysach touched on, Crowe said he was-
n't so shocked. 
"I'm a bit more open-minded than 
some people in there," he said. "I was 
like, 'Yeah, I've tried that.'" 
Deysach brandished a vibrator called 
"Lily," also known as "The Rabbit," that 
Good summer jobs are limited Cocaine prices dip, 
O Nevertheless, she said, "from our perspective, demand Increases Internships may be the better route quite a few students have gotten work." Few com-
in the long run panies seem to be cutting back in hiring swnmer 
By Bryna Zumer 
Tribune News Service 
For Southern Oregon University students in 
search of summer employment, jobs in the region 
are mostly limited to retail and tourism. 
"We have the highest unemployment rate in the 
United States," said Sharon Fink, the assistant 
director of career services at Southern Oregon 
University. Oregon's unemployment rate is nearly 
eight percent, while the national rate is now at six 
percent. 
Fink. said although nationwide jobs in retail and 
tourism will always be available, many large pro-
duction and manufacturing industries have shipped 
jobs overseas during the last five years, cutting 
down on the number of jobs available in the United 
States. 
This doesn' t affect southern Oregon much, Fink 
said, which has few large companies to begin with. 
"We're used to having it tight," she said. 
Southern Oregon Univers ity'S economic prob-
lems may be more severe than the rest of the coun-
try, but colleges and universities nationwide also 
describe this summer's job and internship markets 
as tighter than they have been in the past. 
" It's a little early to tell how the economy will 
affect those summer job list ings," said Debora 
Mayberry, assistant director of the Career 
Development Center, at the University of Louisville 
in Kentucky. 
"My projection is that they're going to be some-
what lower than last year." 
Mayberry said the economy of Louisville, Ky. is 
reflective of the national economy, which is weak. 
Richard White, director of career services at 
Rutgers University in New Jersey, said, "We 
noticed no decline in student interest [in summer 
jobs and internships], but a decline in the number of 
opportunities." 
Although "everything across the board is down," 
he said, technical fields like computer science, elec-
trical engineering and management infonnation 
systems have been hit especially hard. 
But the economy is in better shape than it was last 
year. "We have seen less of a decline th is year than 
last year .. .Iast year was the big hit." . 
The New Jersey Collegiate Career Day will have 
140 employers this year, slightly fewer than last 
year and much fewer than three years ago, when the 
number of employers peaked at 250. 
Harvard University in Massachusetts has seen a 
20-percent increase in applications to summer fel-
lowships this year, which may be partly due to stu-
dent 's concerns about inability to find a summer 
job. 
"Students are finding out it's not as ·easy as they 
thought it was going to be to get ajob," said Martha 
Homer, director of the Student Employment Office. 
workers or interns. 
"Our internship program is in fu ll swing," said 
Rae Bazzarre, senior press representative for The 
John F. Kennedy Center for the Perfonning Arts. 
The center will hire about 22 interns-its usual 
amount-for various positions. The internship pro-
gram remains a strong priority, Bazzarre said, 
" Interns are vital to the work we do here at the cen-
ter." 
Internship programs at IBM are also doing well, 
said director of university talent programs Jane 
Harper. The company recently expanded its most 
competitive internship program, Extreme Blue, and 
is even launching a new program this summer. 
Although hiring for the company at large is 
"obviously down from several years ago," Harper 
said, "We did not cut back to the universities." 
IBM relies on its internship program to recruit 
new employees. 
" It's a major way that we hire top talent into the 
company," Harper said. "We're not going to take 
away from that even when times get tough." 
Another major company, Procter & Gamble, said 
it has made some hiring cuts, which is reflected in 
its summer internship program. 
. However, the cuts are not drastic, said external 
re lations manager Kash Shaikh. "Our interest in the 
internship program is stilt very high." 
Shaikh also said the cuts are not due to the econ-
omy, but to company "business needs" that "don't 
call for as many employees as before." 
For students trying to decide between a job and 
an internship, the internship may better provide 
access to a future career. Career counselors said 
employers are more likely to hire interns than new-
comers fo r a full-time, professional pOsition. 
Entry-level employees generally only get a day or 
two to become familiar with the ir job, said White, 
of Rutgers University. "You compare that to [an 
intern's] two or three months on the job, and clear-
ly you have a much better indicator of on-the-job 
perfonnance." 
Interns also have increased staying power, he 
said. "They will stay longer because they have a 
much better understanding of the company." 
For students looking for a summer job or intern-
ship in this depressed economy, career counselors 
, said networking-making personal contacts with 
people who can offer, or refer you to, job opportu-
nities-is one of the most important things students 
can do. 
" I continually recommend this," Fink. said. "The 
way to find ... jobs is networking." 
Eighty percent to 85 percent of jobs, she said, are 
not found through the Internet or newspaper, but 
through personal contacts. 
"Everybody should really sit down and get seri-
ous about a li st of contacts they can talk to," White 
said. "Networking is particularly important when 
the number of opportunities is down ... Like the peb-
ble in the pond, it starts a ripple and that leads to 
more." 
o Cost has dropped as 
much as 50 percent 
By Amy McCullough 
The lantern (Ohio State U.) 
(V-WIRE) COLUMBUS, 
Ohio-It's a never-ending, 
always changing cycle that agi-
tates the heart, can cause the 
shakes and can even be fatal. 
Powdered cocaine is a stimu-
lant drug with powerful s ide 
effects, both mental and physical, 
and it is once again gaining pop-
ularity. 
Cheaper prices and a surplus in 
supply are two of the main rea-
sons for the drug's resurgence, 
according to the latest report 
from The Ohio Substance Abuse 
Monitoring Network. 
"Cocaine was really popular in 
the '70s, but then everyone start-
ed to hear about people dying. 
Really, the education worked in 
the '70s, and the use of powdered 
cocaine went way · down," said 
Stacey Frohnapfel Hasson, a 
spokeswoman for the Ohio 
Department of Alcohol and Drug 
Addiction Services. 
"Now we have a new genera-
tion of people who are turning 
towards powdered cocaine 
because they haven't heard much 
about it. We have to start over 
again-that's the way it is with 
drug preyention," she said. 
For the most part, access ibility 
to the drug continues to increase 
throughout the stale. The latest 
data suggests a s ignificant 
decrease in price has led to the 
recent popularity of powdered 
cocaine. 
The price of a gram of pow-
dered cocaine has essentially 
been cut in half over the last year. 
What used to cost $80 to S I 00 a 
gram can now be found for only 
$40 to $60. 
Drug dealers are pushing the 
drug more because of an excess 
in the crop. Supply is driving the 
market, said Paul H. Coleman, 
president and CEO of 
Maryhaven, an alcohol and drug 
treatment center. 
"All of this goes in cycles, and 
it is driven not only by user 
demand, but actually more so by 
dealer supply," Coleman said. 
"People need to understand that 
when they are being asked to use 
drugs, they are being asked to 
support criminals who .don 't care 
that the use of these drugs ruin 
people's lives." 
_ The increasing availability can 
be found in both active and 
recovering drug users, according 
to the report. 
Data from the Columbus 
Division of Police Narcotics 
Interdiction Unit has shown a 
one to 10 increase in the number 
of cocaine presses seized during 
the first nine months of 2002-
averaging about one per month. 
Although powdered cocaine 
has traditionally been glamorized 
by Hollywood and professional 
athl~tes, it is no longer the trend. 
Today 's drug use can be found 
in all age groups and socioeco-
nomic classes. 
Drug users undergoing treat-
ment have reported a new wave 
of users hitting suburban high 
school students; however, pow-
dered cocaine is still prevalent 
among 20- to early 30-year-old 
c1ub-goers. 
Another surprising trend that 
seems to be on the rise is the 
number of 30- to 50-year-old 
working-class profess ionals and 
housewives who have taken up 
the drug. 
"[Addiction] affects people 
regardless of race, education, 
class or income," Coleman said. 
Ult can take somebody who is 
under a bridge in San Francisco 
or it can take a major league ball 
player." 
Many powdered cocaine users 
arc under the misconception that 
it is a safe drug, Frohnapfel 
Hasson said . Within the user 
community, there are both posi-
tive and negative stigmas 
attached to the various methods 
of use and fonns of the drug. 
"Because people think there is 
less of a problem with snorting 
something, [users] are more like-
ly to try powdered cocaine, even 
if they haven't done it in the 
past," she said. U[tls seen as 
being safer than crack. There's 
really no reason to make that 
asswnption, but people have it 
anyway." 
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Northwestern U. reputation may New openness sweeps 
grow, despite negative coverage Baghdad U. camp~s 
. 0 Free expression and ORHA has prohIbited Images 
O S .. "The students are aware of the national news, of Saddam in public or govern-chool sees higher IIS~ than but that doesn't translate into helping them make a democracy grow on cam- mental places. Any such dis-
expected In number of applicants decision," Conroy said. pUS with Saddam gone plays would be removed from 
By Mindy Hagen 
-Daily Northwestern (Northwestern U.) 
(U-WIRE) EVANSTON, III.-Administrators 
claim it and the evidence seems to support it: 
Northwestern University is an institution on the rise" 
The Office of Admission accepted fewer stu-
dents this year in hopes of a smaller freshman 
class, yet more students than expected decided to 
enroll. The school's largest fund-raising drive in 
history, Campaign Northwestern, has passed $1.4 
bill ion in donations and led to a multitude of new 
bui ld"ings and dorms on campus. . 
And in a story fo llowed closely ' by national 
media, the univers ity's law and journali sm profes-
sors were instrumental in help ing sway fo rmer 
Gov. George Ryan to empty death row. 
But Alan Cubbage, Northwestern's vice presi-
dent for university relations, realizes these positive 
events always will be overshadowed by the more 
scandalous ones. . 
In recent years, the university has received its 
share of negative coverage, from reports of the 
tragic death of footba ll player Rashidi Wheeler to 
an ongoing investigation by the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture into animal research practices at the 
Feinberg School of Medicine to racial and rel~­
gious vandalism that appeared on severa l resI-
dence hall doors during winter quarte r. 
Although Cubbage sa id he thinks 
Northwestern's national reputation remains 
stronger than ever, he also understands why some 
of Northwestern 's mistakes have garnered nat ion-
al attention. 
"The fac t that Northwestern does a rea lly good 
job at education, teaching and r1esearch is.not news-
worthy-it's important and valuable, but it's not 
news," Cubbage said. "Outstanding faculty teaches 
bri lliant students? OK, we do that every day. The 
news media cove'rs those th ings that are unusual, 
not necessarily those things that are worthwhile ." 
If a story breaks that may cast a negat ive light 
on the university and Cubbage said officials must 
attempt to provide facts and not hide pertinent 
infonnat ion. 
"When a major piece of bad news occurs, it is 
problematic for any institution," he said. "The 
worst thing of a ll is when an institution finds out 
something has gone wrong, attempts to cover it up 
and it 's discovered. That's the Watergate syndrome 
and you are really in trouble there." 
And experts say it will take more than a few of 
these isolated incidents to influence national aca-
demic ran kings or change the national percept ion 
of Northwestern as a school. 
Admission Effect 
Carol Lunkenheimer, Northwestern's dean of 
undergraduate admissions, never w ill forget the 
impact Northweste rn's 1996 appearance in the 
Rose Bowl had on prospective student applica-
tions. The national attention from the football 
team's surpri se season raised nat ional conscious-
ness about the university and led to an over-
whelming increase in the number of applications 
the fo llowing year. 
" It was a Cindere ll a story," Lunkenheimer sa id. 
" It was a shock to everyone. But that increase was 
just a blip in response to the external events." 
Although athletic success translated into a mas-
sive rise in applications', Lunkenheimer said the 
story of Wheeler 's death after he participated in a 
2001 summer condit ioning drill and the subsequent 
wrongful -death lawsuit his fam ily has brought 
against the university has not led to a negative effect. 
"Not one prospective student has even men-
tioned the Rashidi Wheeler case in an informative 
session to me or asked about that case," she said . 
Jim Conroy, a post-high school counselor at 
New Trier Township High School in Winnetka, 
agrees with Lunkenheimer's statement. Last year, 
103 students from New Trier applied to 
Northwestern, 27 of whom were accepted and are 
currently freshmen. 
To many prospective students, Conroy said 
other factors he lp potentia l app licants develop a 
pos itive vision of a university more than any 
national media attention for a particular event. For 
example, an enthusiastic tour guide may have 
more of an impact than a Nobel Laureate professor 
on whether a prospective student decides to pick a 
school, he said. 
Beyond Ranklngs 
Although some officials may . vie~ a scho?I's 
admiss ion rate as a way to measure their reputation, 
other members of academic circles pay attention to 
the U.S. News & World Report's annual college 
ranki ngs. Some adm i nistra~ors c~1I .the: rankings 
unscientific, but still recognize their slgmficance. 
Bob Morse, the magazine's directo; of data 
research, said the peer assessment po:t!on. ~f the 
rankings give administrators. at Universities a 
chance to rate each other. The average peer assess-
ment score comprises 25 percent ofa school's total 
ranki ng per U.S. News' fonnu la. 
Officials at each school rate others on a scale 
from one to five, with five being the most distin-
guished, he said. . . .. 
Morse sa id he doesn't th mk one investigation or 
tragic event at a school such as Northwestern 
would affect the way that institution is viewed by 
others in thei r peer-assessment scoring . 
"These rankings are academic," Morse said. " It 
depends how significant the event was and how 
long lasting and fundamental it wi ll be to the long-
term educat iona l mission of the schoo l. It 's 
unclear to me: how a negative single event could 
hurt a school's reputation." 
Although Northwestern's ranki ngs may contin-
ue to rise , some say statistics do n.ot show the 
whole story on how a school is perceived. 
In a March 13 column in the Chicago Sun-Times 
regarding Northwestern's handling of the Wheeler 
lawsuit, sports writer Greg Couch blasted the 
school. 
"Exactly what has happened to Northwestern, 
anyway?" he wrote . "When I used to think of the 
school , I thought about brainy nerds. Now I think 
of shame and scandal." 
In an e-mail to The Dai ly, Couch sa id he doesn't 
thi nk the Wheeler case has caused major hann to 
the school's reputation, but he warns offic ials to be 
careful. 
"The Wheeler stuff makes Northwestern look like 
just some other school with sports problems," 
Couch said in the e-mail. " I did a radio show after 
writing that column on Wheeler, and the hosts kept 
telli ng me that other schools run illegal practices 
and have players on ephedra too. I said that 
Northwestern used to be mentioned in the same sen-
tences with Harvard, Princeton, Stanford and Yale, 
and now you are holding it. against other schools?" 
Research Response 
Northwestern's academic reputation has 
remained insulated from the athletic scandals and 
was buoyed by former Gov. Ryan's historic emp-
ty ing of death row in January. The ~ ntense media 
coverage of that decision highlighted the efforts of 
Northwestern's Center on Wrongful Convictions 
and journal ism professor David Protess to bring 
justice to wrongfu ll y accused death row inmates. 
Although the death-penalty reforms represented 
the zen ith of Northwestern's national med ia cover-
age thi s year, an investigation into possible viola-
tions of the Animal Welfare Act in some of 
Northwestern 's federally funded research projects 
also have generated attention. 
Admin istrators sa id the problems has been cor-
rected and they have hired an outside consulting 
group and pledged $ 1. 8 million to help enact 
changes to the Office of Research. 
Clarke Caywood, a professor of integrated mar-
ket ing communications who teaches a course in 
crisis communication, said un ive rsity officia ls 
have subscribed to a successful publ ic-relations 
strategy: They have dealt with the fallout by being 
open about the changes that have been made. 
" If the president of the university was outra-
geous and started screaming back at the regulatory 
authorities and giving an irrationa l response, then 
that would be a problem," Caywood said. "The 
university hasn 't tried to cover this up. They seem 
concerned with go ing forward and address ing if 
they've fixed the problems. They seem to be mak-
ing efforts to make sure thi s won' t happen again." 
Couch, the Sun-Times co lumnist, said he knows 
Northweste rn 's academics and research remain at 
a high level, despite the fact that some news organ-
izat ions may continue to harp on the negative . 
" I' m sure in the academic world that everyone 
still thinks of Northwestern as a top-leve l place," 
Couch said in his e-mail. "Even if some academics 
are snickering about some issues [at the uni versi-
ty], most of them would probably take a job at 
Northwestern in a snap." 
By Tim Potter and 
Pion Nissenbaum 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
BAGHDAD, Iraq-In its first 
day of operation s ince war 
ended, Baghdad University 
allowed professors to elect a 
nominee for acting president 
May 17. It was the first time 
since the university was organ-
ized in the mid-1950s that the 
faculty had a vo ice in running 
it. 
And for the first time in the 
35 years since Saddam Hussein 
came to power, people on cam-
pus could safe ly put up ant i-
Saddam posters and display pic-
tures of alumni thought to have 
been executed under his dicta-
torship. 
A form of democracy and 
freedom of expression have 
finally come to Iraq's flagship 
un iversity, although, ironically, 
favorable images of Saddam on 
campus are' now forbidden by 
U.S. authorities. 
Statistics professor Hilal AI-
Bayyati, imprisoned for more 
than three years by Saddam's 
regime, we lcomed the new free-
dom. "There will be a complete-
ly different life," he said. 
U.S. military police a rmed 
w ith M-16s and grenade launch-
ers g uarded the st ifling ho t 
auditorium where more than 
500 faculty members voted by 
secret ba llot, electing Sami AI-
Mudhaffar, a 63-year-old bio-
chemistry professor who said he 
has not been a member of any 
po litical party since 1970. He 
pledged that he would show no 
favoritism . 
The U.S. -led Office of 
Reconstruction and 
Humanitarian Assistance moni-
tored the voting. Before AI-
Mudhaffar can take office, he 
must be approved by ORHA, 
wh ich will make sure that he 
did not have c lose ties to 
Saddam's Baath Party. 
The last university president 
reportedly was Saddam's per-
sonal physician. 
Drew Erdmann, ORHA's sen-
ior consultant to the Ministry of 
Higher Education and Scientific 
Research, sa id that the approval 
of AI-Mudhaffar could come in 
a few days . 
In its drive to de-Baathify 
Iraq, ORHA wi ll screen about 
25 of Baghdad University's top 
management, includ ing the 
president, vice presidents and 
deans, Erdmann said. Anyone 
who had prominent Baath . roles 
could be fired or subjected to 
c riminal investigat ion. 
De-Baathifi cation a lso has 
led the univers ity to suspend a 
c lass that included Baath indoc-
trination, Erdmann said . 
Baghdad University, Erdmann 
said. Although universities are 
supposed to allow free expres-
sion, any pro-Saddam symbols 
would only intimidate people, 
he said. "People are still afraid." 
The only symbols visible on 
campus were anti-Saddam. One 
poster said in Arabic that 
Baathists and Saddam support-
ers were not welcome. A banner 
showed 36 faces of men and 
women who reportedly were 
executed over the years by his 
regime. 
It was not a normal resump-
tio n of c lasses. Israa 
Mohammad, a 21-year-old civil 
engineering student, said she 
and other students spent part of 
the day in the ir department 
sweeping broken window g lass 
reportedly caused by U.S. 
bombing. She said she was "so 
happy" to return to school. "We 
want to finish the year." 
ORI-IA esti mates that hun-
dreds of thousands of Iraqi col-
lege students were enrolled 
before the wa r. There had been 
discussion of scrapping the 
whole school year, but Erdmann 
said that would have created a 
"miss ing class" of students who 
would have falle n behind or 
dropped out entirely. 
Even so, postwar looting cre-
ated severe problems for un i-
ve rsit ies. Many buildings 
remain little more than charred 
shells. Books, desks, chairs, 
computers, lab supplies and 
other key materials are gone. 
"Severe damage would be an 
understatement," Erdmann said. 
Erdmann said he expects one-
thi rd of the students to defer for 
a year. Many are commuters 
who wi ll find it difficult, if not 
impossible, to get back to their 
colleges. Gasoline prices h'ave 
shot up and gas lines stretch for 
blocks. 
The 'biggest problem, espe-
cia ll y in Baghdad, is the ongo-
ing concern about cr ime. Last 
week, a professor was shot and 
killed outside the gates of AI-
Mustansrya University in broad 
daylight. 
"They are protecting the 
banks, they are protect ing the 
oil. How come they don't pro-
tect the universities?" said Saad 
Shukr, dean of the AI-
Mustansrya College of Science, 
as two American tanks rumbled 
by the university gates and sped 
off into the di stance. "This is 
not security." 
Erdmann said ORH A is doing 
its best to get c rime under con-
trol. The military has placed 
so ldiers and tanks at Baghdad 
Un iversity. 
It was not clear how many of 
the university 's 44,000 students 
had returned Saturday. But 
Erdmann said he was encour-
aged by the turnout he saw. 
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The world"s fi rst 1 r notebook computer miraculously enginE:!e red into a stunning ' " thin package. 
Th"" 12" if$()ok our nws t 
in€'xpemive notebook eve r. 
Starting at $949.00 
The new' 7" PowerBook· Starting at $3,149.00 
The 14" iSoak, the impc'lc.l-re.c, ist.lnt 
notp.book that makes an impac t. 
Starting at $1.449.00 
The new 1 r Powerflook - the world's 
smali€'st, light€'st full-featu red notebook 
Starting at $1,699.00 
'The g round breaking 1 S· PowerBook G4, now 
available with the OVD-burning SuperOrive. 
Starting at $2,199,00 
-----On-the-go necessities.-----
if'od, the awurO-winning r ... 1P3 player from Apple, holds 
up to 7.500 and features an 8 hour battery life. 
AirPort Extren1E' is the next level in wireless networking. 
Featuring IEEF. 801.1 J 9 t p.chnology, AirPort Extreme is 
faster and more inexpen<;.ive th<tn ever before. 
AirPort Extreme Base Station· Starting at $187.00 
AirPort Extreme Card · $93.00 
-----Foryourdesk.--------------------~---
eMac 
Starting tit $149,00 
iMac 
St.uting at $1,249.00 
Power Mac 
Starting at $1 ,449.00 
Cinema Display 
29 inch.s· $1 ,249 
Cinema HD Dl6play 
:u inch •• • $1 ,899 
The Apple Store @ Columbia College 
Studio Display 
11 inch.,· $6049 
Get your student discount at: 623 S. Wabas h, SUite 205 Phone: 312344 8Mi\C 
http://www.colum.edu/applestore/ 
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seniors on y 
ImpORTAnT REminDERS rOR GRADUATinG SEniORS! 
www.colum.edu/commencemen. 
* If you have not picked up your graduation tickets, email jsummers@colum.edu 
IMMEDIATELY! . 
*If you have family coming in from out of town, make sure they have made hotel reserva-
tions! Commencement is the weekend of Blues Fest and hotels are already booking up! 
CALL NOW!! 
* Your cap and gown will be available in the Hokin Annex on May 28 and 29, from 10 am -
7 pm. If you cannot 'pick up your robe on these days, you can obtain it immediately before 
the ceremony on June 1. 
* If you are interested in personalized announcements or class rings , stop by the book 
store at 624 S Michigan for more information on ordering from www.jostens.com . 
* Chappell Graduation Images provides the photography services for Columbia's under-
graduate graduation ceremony. Your picture will be taken at the ceremony, and you will 
receive proofs of your photographs about one week after graduation. Proofs will also be 
available at the Chappell website. Please visit www.chappell.com for more information. 
i * You will receive a diploma jacket at the ceremony. Your actual diploma may be picked · I up in the Academic Advising Office (Room 300, 623 South Wabash) on the appropriate i date. Check to find your date: http://www.colum.edu/commencementldiplomas.html. 
! * On Saturday May 31 from 10 am to 2pm there will be a campus wide gallery open 
o house for parents and friends for Commencement weekend . This is a great way to show 
Columbia off to your family and friends, so make sure to attend this and other MAYFEST 
events !! 
* THE CEREMONY WILL BE WEB CAST ONLINE. Friends and family members not able 
to attend the ceremony will be able to watch from any internet-connected computer at 
http://www.colum.edu/webcastl . 
* Please continue to use the Ticket Trade Board on the seniors only website at 
http://www.colum.edu/commencement especially if you have tickets to spare. 
* A GRADUATION VIDEO WILL BE AVAILABLE!! Print out the order form at 
www.colum.edu/commencement . 
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials 
Columbia, work in progress 
Exposure---------
(f every cloud has a sil ver lining, then every 
s il ver lin ing must have a cloud. Such is the case 
at Columbia. 
First things first- the mansion. In the first 
issue of th is school year's Chronicle, the col-
lege re leased the estimates of what was spent to 
renovate the S 1.35 million mansion the school 
bought for President Warrick L. Carter. The 
cost of purchasing and refurbishing the home 
was S3.7 million. Now, in thc last issue of the 
Chronicle, a report has been released that says 
Ihc board of trustees has voted to sell the home, 
just 17 months after Carter moved in. 
Although this is be ing pegged as a cost-cut-
ting measure, we doubt the schoo l will recoup 
its invcstmertt. The ' home is a mixed-use 
dwelling with an elevator, a profess ional 
kitchen and a music room. Mi llion-dollar 
homes sit empty all over Chicago-how li ke-
ly is it that this one wi ll se ll? 
The search for a new condo is also going to 
cost the schoo l both time and money. 
Additionally. there is the expense re<wired to 
move Carter and his wife to a new condo and 
the cost of redecorating and/or refurbishing it. 
Add to that the fact that a Columbia employ-
ee. the mans ion's manager, wi ll have to be laid 
off or reass igned after a new home is found. h 
seems doubtful the college will save any 
money se lling the mans ion. , 
both on and off campus. The SGA struggled to 
maintain the requisite amount of senators 
because of a general disinterest in the associa-
tion. Many senators ran unoppoSed, and vot-
ing was only high because of a potato-chip 
giveaway. If students want to improve the 
quality of their school, they must be involved. 
They must let the school's adm inistration 
know they are paying attention to the issues. 
Otherwise, students' desires and needs won't 
be a priority. How long have students been 
complaining that they would like a fast-food 
chain on campus? 
Financially, the college is struggling. It is 
growing in enroll ment and prestige, but the 
monetary well continues to dry. The endow-
ment is slightly more than $40 million, when 
just three years ago it stood at almost $60 mil-
lion. Tuition continues to provide most of the 
school's revenue. and pension funds are eating 
away at any extra money. 
Freezing the pension was a good first step, 
but some t-ough choices are in Columbia 's 
fu ture. If we are to continue to expand, but 
wish to re main financially viable, expendi-
tures must be prioritized. 
The school has to put students first. 
Retention programs are good, but the minori-
ty mentoring program had little organization 
or focus. The college 's advertisements were 
also scatter-shot and haphazard. Mass e-mails 
and Univision commercials do not an academ-
ic powerhouse make. 
Joe SaucedalChroniclo 
Our second gripe is with the plan to develop 
the new student center. A Ithough the center 
itself is a much-needed improvement, the 
financing behind it is a bit shaky. The school 
has promised not to use any tuition money to 
build the center. Great. So, how is the college 
planning to pay for it? Columbia has solicited 
donations ITom outside individuals and corpo-
rations, but has also turned to faculty and staff 
within the school itself. 
Lastly, the faculty are a critical component 
of our education. Their pensions should be pro-
tected, and recruitment should continue. Raises 
and benefits are essential to attracting the kind 
of quality instructors Columbia needs. 
Good riddance to Fleischer 
Not only is it unseemly, it is a lso unfair to 
ask employees of the college to donate to a 
Columbia cause. They may feel pressured, 
thinking they will gain professional standing if 
they do so. Another issue for consideration is 
whether or not it is appropriate to ask teachers 
and staff members to donate to the construc-
tion of a building from which they will not see 
any benefi ts. Few facul ty or staff members are 
rich-they are working day to day, as many of 
us will. To ask them to sacrifice for a student 
center makes no sense. 
One of the biggest problems at Columbia, 
however, is the lack of student involvement, 
So, what should be cut? First of all, depart-
ments can recommend their own cuts. 
Additionally, expense accounts and travel 
should be slashed mercilessly. Corporations 
around the country are cutting these luxuries 
and we should follow in their prudent foot-
steps. It may be tough to scale back on the end-
of-the-year parties and celebrations, but it will 
be tougher to layoff workers or cut wages and 
benefits. 
There is much to be proud of at Columbia, 
and much that needs improvement. But 
Columbia is a school that survives even the 
toughest challenges. We will continue to chal-
lenge the administration and the school to step 
up to the high standards we are used to. 
Keeping faith in Columbia's future 
There's no doubt that some of Columbia's 
actions this past year have been question-
able to say the least. 
Setting that aside, the college has indeed 
made conscious efforts to promote more of 
a community atmosphere. as well as trying 
ever diligently to create a "hey. we're a real 
school too" kind of attitude. 
Breaking ground on the Univers ity Center 
of Chicago was a step in the right direction 
for not only the college, but also the South 
Loop community. It will help to revitalize 
the continuously changing neighborhood, 
and truly make it the educational corridor of 
Chicago. 
The college has made significant strides 
reaching out to its students by holding the 
first ever State of the College address. This 
was an open forum for students to give the 
pres ident a chance to specifically target stu-
dents' concerns. It proved that Warrick L. 
Carter is not an unattainable figure tucked 
neatly away in some office, but rather one 
who's not hesitant to face his harshest crit-
ics-the students, or more specifically, the 
ones who bothered to show up to the 
Ferguson Theater. 
Also, Columbia had its first student gov-
ernment thi s year. Although it was off to a 
shaky start, the Student Government 
Assoc iation made noteworthy attempts to 
reach the student body by holding a col-
legewide speak-out to allow students to 
vo ice their concerns. A pathetic number 
attended, but there was ultimately nothing 
the SGA could have done to force student 
involvement. Still, there were ample oppor-
tunities for those who take Columbia seri-
ously to show up and raise questions. 
Entering the 21 st century was a good 
move for the college by finally installing an 
online registration software known as 
OASIS. So far, OASIS has indeed proved 
itself, with only minor glitches reported. 
It's a feature that is long overdue at 
Columbia and, hopefully, will successfully 
grow within the coming academic year. 
Also to Columbia' s credit, enrollment is 
up and the college is experiencing signifi-
cant growth pains from student population. 
This year, enrollment reached an all-time 
high, with nearly 10,000 students. That 
speaks volumes for not only Columbia's 
recruitment efforts, but also its mass appeal 
as a true leader in arts and communication 
education. 
College officials are projecting a contin-
ued growth with a healthy upward trend, 
saying this fall semester's enrollment could 
be well over the 10,000 mark. 
The college will face its greatest chal-
lenge in keeping those numbers consistent 
after the fall semester has come and gone, as 
it has struggled with retention efforts in the 
past. Still , by making the college 's courses, 
curriculum and presence greater, soon 
Columbia will no longer be the best-kept 
secret around. 
By Adam J. Ferington 
Assistant commentary Editor 
There will be little meat to be 
pulled from Ari Fleischer's carcass. 
The sad, bespectacled man with a 
face like wet paper and a blighted 
pate that has acted as the voice box to 
a·cancerous body has left little legacy 
in his wake. As Fleischer steps down 
from the bully pulpit filled by such 
poisonous, flea-bitten cur as former 
Nixon Press Secretary Ron Ziegler, 
he leaves little of note behind him, 
save his childish temper tantrums. He 
will be remembered chiefly for his 
excess ive saber rattling; banging a 
dulled blade of rhetoric against the ', 
bars of the gilded cage this adminis-
tration has constructed. 
Fleischer had the dubious honor of 
serving as ringmaster to a circus of 
the grotesque, parading bloodthirsty 
freaks about while dissuading us of 
their malignancy. He has been at the 
forefront of one of the most sinister 
politic.al movements in decades, sur-
passing even the dark sorcery of the 
Nixon-Agnew era with its rancorous 
machinations that malevolently creep 
from coast to coast. 
He has helped to bring fear; suspi-
cion and ruin- to this country, facilitat-
ing the perverse genesis of global 
ruin as we blaze furiously down a 
dark highway. And yet, his accom-
pi ishments among his peers go almost 
unnoticed and unappreciated. His 
departure will be like a whisper 
through an empty house. 
"Ari was a good soldier: ' said Bush 
media adviser Mark McKinnon. "He 
has been a very steadfast carrier of 
the Bush message and delivered a . . 
very solid performance across the 
board in one of the most difficult jobs 
in Washington. His message disci:' 
pline was extraordinary," McKinnon 
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said. But like all good soldiers, 
Fleischer has been betrayed by his 
generals. 
"Ari had an impossible job:' said a 
White House reporter speaking under 
anonymity this week, according to the 
Associated Press. "He was supposed 
to talk to the press in a White House 
that does not talk to the press." 
Added another reporter, "No one 's 
shedding any tears . His personal 
style-the smarminess and unctuous-
ness-was annoying to pe.ople. But 
his deceptions and the telling of false-
hoods is what really turned people 
against him." 
Few can forget his rebuttal to Bill 
Maher's remark during the dark days 
following 9/ 11 . Even as we adjusted 
to terrible rumblings and profound 
dread, watched jet fuel bum and 
smoke choke the sky until it was 
indelibly etched into our collective 
memories, Fleischer was there with a 
cruel and forked tongue to austerely 
warn us that all Americans dneed to 
watch what they say, watch what they . 
do." 
But Fleischer had marked himself 
for self-destruction way before 9/11. 
His political trajectory, unlike the iII-
fated planes that crippled the twin 
towers, was self-imposed. Fleischer 
chose to place himself in with a bad 
Jot, fending off the accusations that 
the emperor has no clothes with an 
almost ecclesiastical glee. But he had 
no panache, no verve to his proclama-
tions. Instead, he went about his 
business with all the finesse and pro-
fessionalism of a drunk performing an 
autopsy. 
Despite his sins, Fleischer's politi-
cal grave will be a shallow one. He 
will shamble away with little fanfare 
to the private sector, away from the 
shadow of the chimera he once shel-
tered. And if he's lucky, the ravens 
may not find him. 
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Tommy wants to lose some weight 
By Emily Smith 
Commentary Editor 
U.S. Secretary of Health and Human 
Services Tommy Thompson announced 
May 8 at the 2003 National Food Policy 
Conference here in Chicago th,at America 
needs to go on a diet. And for a little 
inspiration, Thompson himself lost a few 
pounds. 
It's great that Thompson recogn izes the 
love handles surrounding our nation , but 
it's nothing we don't already know. 
Infomercials air around the clock, trying to 
se ll quick-fix solutions for OUf sad circum-
stance. In the weight loss industry, Jenny 
Craig sits on her throne while Richard 
Simmons dances to the oldies. And the 
exercise video craze has reached ep ic pro-
portions. Yoga, aerobics, TaeSe and other 
exercises can be done at home for those 
who don't have the time, energy or self-
esteem to go to the gym. (They work love-
ly as stocking stuffers during those pudgy 
winter months.) 
Liposuction is done as easily as a man i-
cure is. Tummy tucks and stomach' staples 
are easily available because we are 
painfully a\yare that we are overweight. 
But with each new diet powder drink that 
emerges in the market, a new mega mon-
ster burger pops up at the fast-food joint 
around the comer. 
Thompson m'ent ioned his department's 
"Five-A-Day" and "N i.ne-A-Day" pro-
grams to ensure Americans eat their fruits 
and vegetables. I believe that is referred to 
as The Food Guide Pyr.,mid, which was 
released in 1992 by the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture. Sorry Thompson, you're a 
little late. 
. Another one of Thompson's strategies is 
to start competitions among cities. The 
healthiest one would receive monetary 
awards. Good luck, Chicago. 
So why does Thompson think his plan to 
slim down America will work if nothing 
else has? 
Aside from it being his job, the former 
governor of Wisconsin is probably as 
embarrassed by our obesity problem as we 
are; and of co'urse we are embarrassed, 
why else would we spend so much money 
trying to correct it? But, more importantly, 
it goes beyond issues of humiliation and 
shame. Obesity is a ser ious health issue. 
Thompson pointed out in his speech that 
2 out of 3 American adults are overweight. 
We don't exercise nearly enough. Poor . 
eating habits and a lack of exercise can 
cause diabetes, heart disease, cancer and 
stroke. The Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention reported last week that 
obese women have a higher chance of giv-
ing birth to babies with birth defects. And 
a 2002 study by the HHS found that we 
spend around $117 billion a year in rela-
t ion to this ep idemic. 
Each generation gets chubbier and chub-
bier. Kids today are lazy. The 2002 HHS 
study found that a third of the children in 
grades 9-12 don't exercise regularly. 
That's sad. "The number. of overweight 
children has trip led in the past two 
decades," Thompson sa id. This is the era 
of digital television, DSL and fast food. 
Thompson mentioned Bush's 
"J-IealthierUS" program from June 2002 
a imed to shape up America. It encourages 
us to do things such as "make healthy 
choices" and be active. The thing that 
Bush and Thompson don 't want to recog-
nize i~ that we all already know this. We 
know that smoke and grease is bad for th!= 
body. We know that an apple is better for 
us than a candy bar. Get-in-shape cam-
paigns and reminders don ' t work because 
we don't need to be reminded-we already 
know. 
It's an issue that individuals must deal 
with on their own-at least until the gov-
ernment is willing to close down fast food 
chains and ban cable. But that won't hap-
The Columbia Chronicle photo poll 
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pen any time soon because this is a free 
country. We have the right to choose to sit 
on our butts and play video games all day. 
As long as we pay taxes, there's no prob-
lem. We have freedom of choice, and the 
decisions we have made are pretty pathet-
ic. 
It must be frustrating for Thompson that 
he can't make us get in shape. He can't 
punish us for not obliging with his good-
hearted efforts. But it seems that he's des-
perate enough to try. 
"I've asked everyone in HHS to go on a 
diet," Thompson said. " If we are going to 
t?-Ik healthy, we need to look the part." I 
wonder what happens if those employees 
can't or won't comply. Probably nothing, 
which once again proves the point that 
Thompson can't force health habits. 
Constant pressure and disturbing facts 
are Thompson's weapons, and he is doing 
the best he can with them. They may not 
be as powerful as he would like, but his 
wi llingness to continue at the slow, steady 
pace is admirab le. We are a big, stubborn 
nation, but Thompson won't let that stand 
in the way. People like him are inspiration 
enough to make me pick up that dumbbell. 
Question: Grads, what will you miss most about Columbia? 
Jackie Ibe 
Senior/Advertising Graduate 
"Free chicken." 
Sam Lemback 
Seniorffe levision 
"Working in the television 
equipment center, where I' ve 
worked for the past three 
years-good people, good 
times." 
Melissa Raus 
Senior/Graphic Design 
• "Access to the photography, 
design and graphics lab, all the 
opportunities, and Columbia 
parties." 
Dennis Gaebel 
SeniorfUndeclared major 
"The sense of humor of Mark 
Kelly, vice president of student 
affairs." 
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New lifestyle. Same you. 
Affordable highrise luxury! Sr.,ps from COlumbia! • Homey. spacious apartments with luxury fearnres • Floor-to-ceiling windows 
• Steps from the Loop. Grant Park. the Lake. Soldier Field. Buckirigham Fountain. museums. restaurants and the Auditorium Theatre 
• Indoor pool. nvo sundecks. fitness room ' party room ' 24-hour door.;taff • Laundry facilities ' Indoor parking · Incredible views 
• 2 East Eighth St. . Open Monday-Friday. 10-6; sarurday. 11-5; SUnday 12-5. (312) 939-1000. 
COnvertibles from $845/mo. One bedrooms from $104O/mo. Two bedrooms from $1340/mo. 1 month free rent for July move-Ins. 
Prices and availability subjea to change. Photo does not depia aaual apartment. 
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You Go to Columbia for the Know-How. 
You Go to Calumet for Everything Else. 
Visit Calumet's Chicago Retail Center toaayfor {tWUt v\ '~~<' ., 
all the photograpblil tools you need to do the job right. 
When you need the most respected names In the Industry for cameras, digital equipment, 
lighting products, darkroom tools, film, digital supplies and much more, you go to Calumet. 
We carry it all, and our experienced and knowledgeable sales staff Is here to answer your 
questions. We also provide you with hands-on demos of the newest of the new products 
on today's photo market. Ifs relaxed. It's personal. It's one-on-one service that you won't 
find anywhere else. 
Want to take on a bigger job than your own equipment can handle? Want to get to know 
that new digital camera you've been dying to play with? With Calumet's affordable Rental 
Program you can do all this ana more. 
~~u 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 
Calumet Photographic 
1111 North Cherry Street, Chicago, IL 60622 
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
CaU 312.440.4920 for more info 
1.800.CALUMET (225-8638) www.calU(Tl8tphoto.com 
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Midnight at Miami 
D avid York, a 33-year-old Joliet, Ill. resident, was given his pur- Fi pIe and teal Stonn X-Factor Deuce bowling ball as a birthday 
gift from his girlfriend, and it's apparently working out well for Fi 
him-he just won $416 in the King of the Hill Tournament, held d, 
every Thursday at Miami Bowl, 5023 S. Archer Ave. p. 
York said he comes to the alley often. Miami is one of two 
Chicago bowling alleys that are open 24 hours a day, seven days to 
a week. (Waveland Bowl, 3700 N. Western Ave., is the other). th 
York said he doesn' t have much else to do. He was laid off from 01 
his job de-leading shooting ranges throughout the United States. 
He was once a ranked amateur bowler, although he told me to sa 
keep that a secret. Il( 
"It always feels good to be a winner," he said. 
But not everyone bowls with the skill of York, who rolls with a sa 
sidearm motion, dropping the ball hard two feet in front, before it of 
curves severely, hitting the pins dead center. Ie 
"Hey man, can't be throwing the ball like that," said Luther 
May 27, 2003 
photos by Brian Morowczynski 
Finner, Miami 's desk clerk and lane manager. 
Someone was throwing the ball down the wrong lane and 
Finner, 46, would have none of that. He's working overtime-a 
shift. His replacement called in sick. He started at 5:30 
p.m. and won't get off until 8 a.m. 
He' ll then drive home, change his clothes and head downtown 
to his job as a certified public accountant, then go directly back to 
the bowling al ley to work another night shift. He said he' ll sleep 
on Sunday. 
But he's used to it- he's worked at the alley for 22 years. He 
said Miami Bowl opened in 1956 and they still use the original 
equipment. 
When asked what draws people to the bowling alley, Finner 
said: "One thing is entertainment. Two, a lot of people like the idea 
of throwing the ball, you know for competition-especially the 
league bowlers." 
- Michael Hinzer 
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D~lmark celebrates big 5~O 
Bonnie Lee and Willie Kent perform at a Delmark party at Buddy Guy's Legends, 754 S. Wabash Ave., May 9. 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
The day before Buddy Guy's Legends ~was shut down by 
city officials, Delmark Records held a party celebrating the 
label's 50th anniversary. Inside the bui ld ing'S cracked and 
dilapidated walls, local blues greats paid testament to the tra-
dition Delmark helped create. 
Louis after he and a friend rented a storefront in order to 
trade their surplus of blues and jazz records. Koester moved 
the label to Chicago in 1958, purchasing Seymour's Jazz 
Record Shop. He renamed it the Jazz Record Mart, whe re it 
still stands at 444 N. Wabash Ave. 
Talking with Koester is like taking a music history lesson; 
he drops scores of unknown mus icians and bygone labels. 
.After all, Koester started his career in the industry only to 
fuel his search for hard-to-find records. While musicians like Jimmy Dawkins and Willie Kent per· 
formed hits both new and o ld, Delmark owner Bob Koester, 
71, walked around slowly, reveling in the moment and sip-
ping a drink. 
" In those days, it wasn't like today where you can go buy 
whatever great jazz performance from the '20s, '30s, '40s, et 
cetera, that you want," he said. "You had to go find the orig-
Graying, and walking with the aid of a cane, Koester had 
earned the tim.e to reflect. He. started the label in 1953 in St. 
Film Review 
See Delmark, Page 28 
Carrey all-powerful in 'Bruce Almighty' 
By Michael Comstock 
Staff Writer 
When you go see a Jim 
Carrey comedy. your first 
thoughts may be that it will 
include fartjokes, spastic acting 
and an "nimal doing something 
disgust-ing. Bruce Almighty has 
all that, but is an even more in-
depth movie than one might 
think. ' 
Carrey plays Bruce Nolan, a. 
television reporter who longs to 
be an anchor but usually has to 
cover the "goofy" stories. 
Between Nolan and his dream 
job is fe llow .reporter Evan 
Baxter, played brilliantly by the 
typecasted Steve Carel! of "The 
Daily Show with Jon Stewart." 
Of course, Nolan doesn't get 
the job and loses it to Baxter, 
who usually got all the live 
feeds and meaty reporting sto-
ries .. Upon hearing he lost .the 
job, Nolan goes ballistic on live 
television and is fired. Then, 
while trying to defend a home-
less man gets beat up by thugs 
and gets his car keyed. 
Nolan blames all this on God 
and goes on another minitirade; 
despite the reassurances of his 
live-in girlfriend, played by 
"Friends" star Jennifer Aniston. 
This eventually leads Nolan to 
meet God, played by Morgan 
Freeman, who has become 
tired of Nolan's complaints, 
and · challenges Nolan to do 
his job. 
This premise leads to the 
funniest parts of the film. For 
instance, just after getting his 
new powers, Nolan offers the 
thugs a chance to repent, and 
he'll forgive them. "The day a 
monkey comes out of my butt, 
you'll get your sorry," one 
thug says. So, a monkey 
comes out of his butt-like 
you didn 't see that coming . . 
Nolan should have remem-
bered the line "With great 
power comes great responsi-
b ility," from Spider-Man . 
Nolan's antics and the respon-
sibi lity end up catching up to 
him and only he can fix it. 
Bruce Almighty might not 
be a complicated movie, but it 
handles the re lationship 
between God and humans 
pretty well. This movie shows 
that despite great power, 
everybody has their limits 
(God's being that mankind 
has free will). 
This film plays a lot on the 
idea that people have to try to 
fix their lives themselves by 
See Almiglrly, Page 28 
Ralph NelsonlUniversal Pictures 
Jennifer Aniston and Jim Carrey star in 'Bruce Almighty.' 
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Boys have 
drum fever 
By Stephanie Sarto 
Assistant A&E Editor 
The sound comes down the street-thump, 
thump, thumping in the brisk spring air-the 
contagious, rhythmic beats continuing. These 
are the drummers who have become a staple 
along the Magnificent Mile and at local 
sporting events. They go by no specific 
name, but these young entrepreneurs have 
made a place for themselves in the street per-
fomlance business. 
These boys really play up their act for 
tourists. People have to squeeze past the 
crowd that gathers on the street corners of 
Huron Street or Chicago Avenue. where they 
assemble to perfonn. Simply put, all they 
want to do is make some extra money. It' s 
definitely better than running a lemonade 
stand. 
There are 12 drummers in the group, but thei r 
lineup varies. At the Cubs vs. Cardinals game 
on May 10, six drummers came from the South 
Side to make money from the baseball fans. 
The drummers come in a variety of ages 
from 12 to 16. Most Chicagoans don't even 
notice the small group of boys pounding 
away on their five-gallon buckets because 
they are there every weekend; their drum-
ming blending in with the smoke-belching 
buses and tooting of taxis. 
The boys travel down to their designated 
spots on the street comer early every week-
end morning. The sounds of the basic 
rhythms begin when the shoppers start to 
congregate on the Magnificent Mile, usually 
around 10 a.m. 
For most passersby, this may look like a 
rip-offof"Stomp." Some of the boys are per-
cussionists in their school bands, but most of 
the drummers arc self-taught. These boys are 
amazing to watch, not just for the mostly 
improvised set, but also for their mannerisms 
and tricks. The twirling, throwing and spin-
ning of their sticks amaze the audience. 
They love the limelight. Not only do they 
catch the eager tourist's attent ion, but also the 
attention of young girls. 
. "Usually when the girls see me with my 
shirt off, like this, then I can get the ir num-
ber," Jason Alexander said jokingly. 
Alexander appears to be the ringleader the 
other boys look up to. From the latest hand 
tricks to scoring those much needed numbers 
for the raging honnonal teens, the boys put on 
a show from the time they set up their white 
buckets unt il the police shoo them away. 
As mentioned before, these kids draw a lot 
of attention, but some from people they 
would prefer left them alone. 
"Every time we play, we get in trouble by 
the police. They just tell us to move most of 
the time," said Goddie, 14. 
The po"li.ce often break up the crowd. It's 
not that they don't respect what they're 
doing, but they don't have a street performer 
license. Some of the baseball fans believed it 
was because the kids were making more 
money than the authorities were. 
Jim Avery, a die-hard Cardinal fan said this 
was his second time see ing the drummers . 
Each time he saw them they were given a hard 
time by the authoritie~. Avery just happens to 
be a state representative in Missouri. 
"There should be some sort of clause in the 
city law," Avery said. "Are they even old 
enough to qualify for the license? They can' t 
even drivc." 
These kids have an inspirational story. 
They come from the Robert Taylor Homes. 
The roughest, toughest neighborhood has 
made these pre-teens a little more mature 
than the average child. 
"These kids could be out selling drugs, but 
they come here to make something of them-
selves." Avery said. 
Immediately following the Cubs victory. the 
boys started banging away on the buckets. 
Within 10 minutes, 300 people gathered on the 
street to watch the sextet of sk illed, self-taught 
drummers. And, of course, the cops showed up 
to break it up. Within those 10 minutes the 
drummers reaped in more than $60, which 
they would later split evenly-$I 0 per drum-
mer-not bad for 10 minutes of work. 
Student opera a 
classical case of talent 
By British Digby 
Staff Writer 
Mike Przygoda met his senior 
req uirements as he composed 
and cond ucted " Dear Mr. Record 
Execut ive," a comedi c and mod-
ern opera in the Colum bia 
Coll ege Concert '-la l1 , 10 14 S. 
Michigan Ave. on Friday, May 
16. 
. Przygoda wrote the o pera's 
libretto dur ing winter break with 
two fri ends, Tim Borst, a g rad u-
ate of the Univers ity of 
Wisconsin-M ilwaukee and 
My les Kanzer, a senio r at 
Columbia. 
When asked why he chose an 
opera instead of a musica l he 
sa id. " I always have trouble sit-
ti ng through musicals because it 
just seems wei rd when people 
are talk ing and acti ng and burst 
into song. With the opera, it 's 
sung all the way through." 
p rzygoda sa id h is goal was to 
make people laugh during the 
opera, which is the stol)' o f a 
record company CEO who 
dreams of taking over the music 
CD Review 
industry. The CEO wanted at 
least one of hi s childre n to make 
it b ig. However, his wannabe 
arti st son couldn ' t sing and hi s 
daughter wasn' t interested in 
becoming a star. 
Although Przygoda has stud-
ied composition at Columbia 
since 19'99, he has written three 
a lbums, all o f wnich can also be 
heard at www. mikeprzygoda. net . 
One o f the songs, "Take My 
Smack Away," a song wri tte n for 
an independent film done by a 
Columbia student, has even been 
heard in Japan. 
He a lso teaches students how 
to play percuss ion and bass gui-
tar in suburban Vernon Hills, Ill. 
He said he enjoys teac hi ng his 
students, who range in age from 
9 to 18. 
Playi ng instruments and wr it-
ing songs have always been ' a 
major part of Przygoda's child-
hood. 
" I had been writ ing mus ic 
when I was a kid , but I never 
rea lly had any form of tra ining 
about how to write [music]. ( got 
a book o ut of the library and 
tried to teac h mysel f, . and I 
Antichrist superstar 
comes back unwitty 
By K, Ryann Zalewski 
A&E Editor 
On Marilyn Manson's fourth 
album, The Golden Age o[ 
Grotesque, Manson covers most-
ly famili ar territory, rag ing 
against re ligion and American 
society. But his usually witty 
lyrics are hit and miss on Golden 
Age. 
A prime exam ple o f silly lyrics 
is the chorus for (s)Aint: "What's 
my name, what's my name/Hold 
the S because J am an aint." This 
sounds like a response to the 
other M.M.-Marshall Mathers, 
a4. Emi nem. 
A better example of Manson's 
witty lyricism is the chorus for 
"ooll-oagga Buzz-Buzz 
Ziggety-Zag." (Yes, that rea lly is 
a song title.) Manson compares 
the current pop-culture idols to 
puppets. "All the thug rock kids 
are play in'! All the punk god 
angels say in 'l 'The toys are us 
and we don ' t even know.'" This 
should speak to Manson fans sick 
of the Justins, the Britney-
Christinas and the "American 
Idols." 
Cheesy lyrics aside, Golden 
Age wi ll be a hit with fans of 
Manson's Antichrist Superstar. 
Golden Age sounds like a less 
pumped-up version of the 1996 
album. Superstar was a brilliant-
Iy fresh conceptual album about 
a boy turning to worm turning to 
the titled character. Golden Age 
is less anthem-like by compari-
son and almost, dare I say, 
danceable. "If you're not danc-
ing, then your dead," ("0011-
Dagga Buzz-Buzz Ziggety-
Zag"). Some songs even sound 
like they stole the mood of songs 
on Nine Inch Nails' The Fragile. 
While musically, the band may 
have regressed, Manson does 
move a bit beyond just beating up 
on religion. At a time when the 
most controversial thing you can 
say is anti-war or "unP:"triotic" 
(read critical of our government), 
Manson couldn't be left behind, 
call ing for a revolution in "Usc 
Your Fist And Not Your Mouth": 
"This is not Blue-collar-white-
corrective po litics/ I' m on a hate 
American-style kick! This is the 
black collar song! Put it in your 
middle finger and sing along! Use 
your fist and not your mouth 
(come on, come on)." 
Golden Age sounds like good, 
old dependable Manson--"sex, 
sex, sex and don' t forget the vio-
lence." But that is the main prob-
lem with Golden Age, Manson 
seems to have j ust gone back to 
what was musically safe. 
Antichrist Superstar may have 
been Manson's true golden age. 
Brian MorowczynskilChronicle 
For his senior projec~ Mike przygoda took an ·unconventional approach: he wrote an opera. Przygoda, along 
with a few of his friends, wrote the modern comedy over winter break .. 
thought I should go to school if I wanted to make 
something of it," Przygoda said. 
He added that attending Columbia has been a 
good learning experience. He said instructors like 
Frank Dawson and Sebastian Huydts have helped 
him develop better ways to compose music and 
useful methods to prevent writer's block. 
przygoda's brother Dan said he remembers his 
older brother as quiet and laidback, but remembers 
him play ing the guitar, drums and the piano at an 
early age . 
"He always liked music growing up and I think 
he eventually wanted to play and be in the school 
band, so I guess it just came natura lly, " Dan sa id . 
przygoda said that he spent a lot of time in 
Gurnee, I1l.lj where he grew up, until he and his 
family moved to a neighborhood near Lincoln 
Park. Przygoda 's father Marty sa id that his son 
took piano lessons from the neighborhood teacher. 
He then received an electric guitar from his aunt 
for Christmas , which really had a s ignificant affect 
on him as a child, his father said . He also attrib-
uted his son 's musical creativity to his mom 
because she plays the piano and used to play the 
guitar. 
"I ' m so proud of him. He worked so hard 
putting all this together. It 's a lot of work and I' m 
g lad it all came together," Marty said . 
His mother, Mal)' Jo, said she didn ' t know 
what to expect, since her son kept the family in 
suspense about the opera. . 
"We knew he was going to have a performance, 
but we didn ' t know anyth ing about it. We knew it 
was going to be funny," she said . 
Przygoda wi ll graduate and turn 22 in June. He 
.I said he wbuld like to "score films and at least con-
tinue to record and arrange music. 
" I' m just really happy when I'm performing or 
when I'm writ ing. There 's really no grea ter sati s-
faction for me," he said. 
'Shades of Blue' electrifies fans 
o Indie comic book attracts female readership 
By Stephanie Sarto 
Assistant A&E Editor 
Imagine wak ing up one morning to fi nd yo u 
possess superhuman powers-the ability to con-
tro l a ll electric ity, shooting lightning bolts, t urn-
ing the lights on and off j ust by thinking abo ut 
it- the poss ibi li t ies are endless. 
T hi s is the premise of Shades of Blue. a comic 
book that has been wi ldly popular since its cre-
at ion five years ago. Co-creato r and writer Jim 
Harris always wanted to write comics, but 
thoug ht it would be hard to break into the busi-
ness monopoly of the b ig three comic book pub-
lishers (Marvel, DC and Image). Harri s took a 
r isk and published one on his own. The end 
result: Shades of Blue under h is publ ish ing com-
pany AM P Com ics . 
"( did some research , d iscovered a lot of peo-
pl.e actua lly [made comics], and set the whee ls in 
mot ion," Harri s sa id . 
At first the comic book had a rocky beginning. 
Harr is was essent ia lly the writer, publisher, pub-
li ci s t, ma rketing team , sales representati ve, 
accountant, lettere r and financ ia l backer-a ton 
o f responsibility for one pe rson to handle. Now 
Harri s is getting a little help from hi s frie nds. 
Harri s current ly has creator and writer Rache l 
Nacion, arti st and web designer Ca l Slay ton and 
letterer Ed Dukeshire on board. Since its first 
few issues, Shades of Blue has switched from 
AMP Comics to Digital Webbing. which 
Dukeshire runs . 
Now business is looking up for these pioneer-
ing arti sts . Comic Shop News, a reputable mag-
azine in the industry, listed Shades of Blue in its 
"Top 24 Comics of Apri l. " 
Within the last few years, Blue has developed 
quite a large fo llowing with the indie c rowd . And 
while the comic industry is mostly sp lit be tween 
those who read superhero books and those who 
don 't, Harri s believes that Shades of Blue tr ies to 
cater to a large r audience. 
"Our comic features a g irl with supe rpo wers, 
so we p ick up some of the superhe ro market. 
What I've learned is that people who don't usu-
a ll y like superhero books actua lly like ours, and 
people who never read indie books d iscover ~hey 
like us we ll ," Ha rr is said . 
The rea l characteristic that sets Blue apart 
from other comic books is that Harri s wanted to 
bri ng a strong independent ' fema le character to 
the market. There are many good female super-
heroes in comics, but most of them are scantil y 
clad, big-breasted, supermodel types that ma ny 
girls can ' t relate to. 
"So we're try ing the imposs ib le, by creat ing a 
popula r hero w ith a ' normal' g irl 's body. It 
seems it wo rked because we've received a lot of 
good rev iews and a bo ut 50 pe rcent o f ou r read-
ers are female, wh ich is pretty ra re fo r a comic 
se ri es," Harri s sa id . 
Blue tell s the s tory of Heidi a nd. he r famil y, 
who have recent ly mo ved from C hicago to the 
sma ll fictional co llege town of Harrington. Soon 
after mo ving, Heidi goes through the superhe ro 
transformation . Heidi 's friends persuade her to 
pro tect the town-spiffy costume and all . 
The girl : next-door approach has won the 
hearts of millions of fans. Heidi Paige, the high 
school girl with superhuman powers, c aptured 
the attention of her audience with her witty and 
sman heroine tactics . 
Look for Issue #2 under Digital Webbing in 
late June. The series is set to come out every two 
months. 
,. , . 
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Weekly Horoscope (May 26- June 1) 
Fresh business contacts, flirtations for Gemini 
By ushll Seniuk 
Tribune News Service 
'Y' _. (Mlrch 21-Apot120) 
Early this week, watch for key friendships and business 
contac1S to expand. New commitments may be nceded. 
Ov~r the next two to three days close friends and work 
associates request changed agreements. scheduled plans 
or clear stat~ments of intention. Don't be unnerved. 
R~\'ised plans are difficult but will eventually work to 
your advantage. After Friday, complicated friendships and 
10\ e atTairs demand public discussion. Stay open. New 
rules may soon apply. 
t5 TI .... (April 21-MIJ 20) 
Old social promises or forgotten romantic ideals capti. 
vate extra tim~ and attention this week. Past emotions 
need to fad~ in order to ensure present day progress. 
E.xIXCt loved ones and new friends to ask for active com-
mitments or solid plans. Thursday through Sunday, busi-
ness routines may shift. Unique messages or quick work-
place revisions will soon be announced. Accept all new 
challenges. Fast c.a.recr expansion is due over the next 
eight w«ks. 
IT ~1(Mor21-J_21) 
Social messages or fresh business contacts bring final 
decisions and new career options this week. After 
Tuesday. \\'8tch for rare announcements or signed agree~ 
ments . Some Geminis. especially those born early in June, 
\\ ill also e.xpcricnce inc:rascd resources or discover • 
second.a.r) sourte of income. late Saturday. romantic ges-
tures or unique tlirtations &R: pleasing. Expect gentJy 
seductive requcsts and a subtle competition for your anen-
lion. S .. y balanced. 
S c-(_22-Jllly22) 
Before midwttk. "orkplace routines art easily disrupl . 
cd. (h-er the next fe .... days. key offici.als may wish to 
mum to old policies MKt mt1hods Yesterday 's habits .... iII 
craIC contro\cfS) . Rc:m.ain ~ticnt and respond only to 
ob\ lOW signs of Impn:wemcnt~ Wednesday through 
u.nd.t~. \~uabk- emotional clues .... ;11 arri~"C t.hroup sud· 
den insi@hts and quick discussions, Intimacy lind long-
tcnn romantic ag1"C'CTnCf1ts are falwai. React honestty to 
.11 probing quesllons. 
ell. ..... (Jul)' 23-Au" 22) . 
Social wisdom and workplace politics will work in your 
favor. Monday through Thursday, watch for new penni .. 
sions or quickly revised projects. Some Leos may also expe~ 
rienee the return of distant colleagues or absent relatives. If 
so, expect fast business or home projects to soon be added 
to prescnt responsibilities. After midweek, discussions 
between friends and relatives trigger controversy. Daily 
habits or social promises are accented. Remain philosophic. 
I1\! VI"" (Au .. 23-Sepl22) 
Early Tuesday, reluctant loved ones pledge their affection 
or continuing support . Many Virgos will experience 
increased romantic sensuality and revitaJized friendship. 
Watch for unproductive patterns or past social restrictions 
to shi ft . Remain open to long-tenn proposals. Over the next 
s ix days. friends and lovers will offer creative solutions to 
emotional stalemates. A fter Thursday. study business docu· 
ments for hidden errors. FinanciaJ revisions are needed. 
~ UbnI (Sopl23-Oct. 23) 
This week. love affairs and social promises mar be 
complicated by delicate emotions and rare feelings 0 i5(). 
lation. late Wednesday. watch for lovers or close friends 
to avoid new plans. public events or social commitments; 
probe for answers. At present. others may need extra 
encouragement or one-Io-one attention. Later this week. 
lost records or missed payments are accented. Authority 
fig""" may be ",stless. Don't delay important plperwork 
or inquiries . 
l1\. 5cofpIo (Ocl24-fIow. 21) 
Mild flirtations may become complex or problematic. 
Before Thtnday. expect Jo,...s ones and lonB-tcnn friends to 
openly vie for yow alterltion and emotionaJ loyalty. Remain 
quictJy detached. Until mid-June. minor jeaJouoies may be a 
repeated and annoying pattern. late Sunday. romance inten-
sir .... Waleh for Jong·tcnn partners to «quest home .".i-
stons Of new family commitments. An emotionally cbinina 
week. Get exira rest. if possible. and pomper the body. 
,/' ~ (flow. 22-DIc. 21) 
Pn:\lOUS romantic or social proposals may be reversed. 
LaiC Wednesday. wateh for Jove" or Joni-tenn friends to 
mum 10 old habits 0< time scheduJcs. Some Soaittarians. 
.. pee ially those born prior 10 198 I. may also cncounler a 
series or fast \Io'Of'kplac.e projects or businas ideas. If so. 
CJl:pcct complicated business polilics and compctinS finan--
Third Generation· Same Family Ownership 
cial obligations for the next eight or nine weeks. Remain 
dedicated to ,hort-tenn goals and accomplishments. 
"1)0 ca)M1cOlll (DIe. 22-J ... 20) 
Home discussions may be complicated by new financial 
infonnation. Early thi, week, watoh for loved ones or long-
tenn roommates to provide fttsh money ideas and housing 
proposals. All of this is promising, but may sound tern-
ponuily scatte",d. Wait for others to settle their ideas and 
find constant, workable solutions. After Friday, dreamy, 
romantic insights will be compelling. Past doubts or vague 
obligations will soon fade. Expect pcwionate commitments. 
_ AqulrlU' (Ja • . 21-Feb. 19) 
Monday through Wednesday past "'gre\S or unresolved 
emotions between friends will not be easily Il:SOlved. AIl:as 
affected are differing lifestyle choices, social triangles in the 
horne or mildly addictive behaviors. All of this may be pre-
sented in a more dnunatic way than is necessary. Expect 
friends or loved ones to be self-involved and highly motivat-
ed toward change. Remain distant and follow your instincts. 
Lengthy discussion may not yield the desill:d results. 
* PIle .. (FIb. 20-_'20) 
Prope~ matters and short-tenn financial decisions 
may require immediate attention this week. Before mid-
week, expect business officials or banking agenciC5 to ask 
for completed forms, new promises o r revised paperwork. 
Handle all minor details quickly. New growth and added 
security may rely on the resolution of outstanding docu-
ments. After Friday, romance is undeniable. Watch for 
previously shy loved ones to present compelling overtures 
and sudden invitations. 
• II,.., IIIrtIIcIIf 11II1II_ ... 
Ask close friends or relatives for extra time to make key 
decisions. Planetary alignments suggest that a brief, but 
intense: phase of inward thoughl is necessary. A.".. of 
concern involve lost career ambitions. changing work-
place priorities or quick d isagreements with authority fig-
ura. By late July. all worb in your favor. so not: to WOIl)'. 
Do. however. carefully verify financial documents and 
long-tenn contracts. After Aug. 16, love ",Jationships 
become progressively more complicated. lovers and 
long-tenn friends may P"'" for public cornminnenlS or 
meaningful home celebrations. Reveal your intentions or 
BOIl. by mid-September and expect • .me. of intense: 
discussions. Pass,ons will be high before 2004. 
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Book Review Book Review 
Jealousy, betrayal and 'The King' 'Nobody' makes Knight somebody 
o Collection of three novellas wins Pulitzer Prize 
By Chris Gelner 
Contributing Writer 
"An honorable person suffers more 
deep ly in the face of dishonor than do 
the mediocre." That tenet reveals itself 
in literature more clearly (and more 
often) than in any other art form. And, 
there is great honor and deep suffering 
in Steven Millhauser's most recent 
book, The King in Ihe Tree (Knopf, 
2003). 
The three novellas that make up this 
Pulitzer-Prize-winner's latest work are 
laced together with threads as delicate 
as a silk web and as binding 35 a heavy 
rope. All three stories not only examine 
the interior and exterior of lives for 
their incongruities , and flesh out their 
complicat ions, but they lead the reader 
through exotic and beautiful labyrinths, 
opening up tender and emotional trysts 
of love. 
The st rongest of the three novellas is 
the title piece, "The King in the Tree," 
a remapping of the ancient Celt ic lovers 
Tristan · and Ysolt. King Mark of 
Cornwall can no longer ignore the 
accusations be ing whispered about his 
young wife and his own nephew. He 
therefore calls upon his most trusted 
subject to fo llow the queen and to 
investigate his nephew. 
The faithfu l friend and counselor to 
the king, Thomas of Cornwall, records 
his findings in his journal. Thomas 
unfolds the rumors and truths between 
the beautifu l Queen Ysolt and Tristan, 
the king's precious and trusted young 
nephew. The king loves his queen with 
all his heart, as he does his nephew, so 
the rumors .ofthei r unfaithfulness tears 
the king to shreds. Thomas' loyalty for 
King Mark c louds hi s own judgment 
with hi s desire to protect the king and 
the kingdom from the unnecessary rav-
ages of false rumors and lies. 
But, which of the accusations are 
false rumors and which are the Queen's 
sec rets? Thomas peels back' the layers 
of doubt and susp icion, but he uncov-
e rs much more than the king wanted. 
"An Adventure of Don Juan" fol-
lows the famous Don Juan Tenorio of 
Seville to an estate in England, as he 
has become bored with the routine of 
ravaging the pretty wives and killing 
the jealous husbands of the 
Mediterranean. 
At the fantastically elaborate home 
of Augustus Hood, Don Juan discovers 
the crue lty and desperation of love . 
Love, most of hi s life has been 'his toy, 
a' plaything that he has flaunted and 
used to take any woman he wanted to 
bed. Millhauser writes: "Don Juan was 
accustomed to the ambiguous smiles, 
the modest withdrawals that were 
secret advances, of wome:n who agreed 
to the rules of the game. Georgiana 
simply eluded him." 
At the Englishman's estate Don Juan 
is tortured and ravaged by Mrs. Mary 
Hood and her sister Georgiana. 
Millhauser takes the reader on a deeply 
moving ta le of love and doubt with the 
double-edged sword of his pen, writ-
ing: "Sometimes it seemed to Don Juan 
that there were two lives , a public, 
proper, entirely uninteresting life wit-
nessed by everyone, and a secret life of 
bliss and torment that had nothing to do 
with the other life." 
The in itial and shortest tale , 
" Revenge," is by far the weakest of the 
three, but even this story has an unde-
niable attent ion-grabbing power. Whi le 
the other two novellas coax and seduce 
the reader, this ta le reaches a bit lower 
on the body with its erotic and frighten-
ing trip through a modern woman's 
home as we ll as her li fe, both of which 
have been disrupted by the very guest 
she is escorting from roo m to room. 
ln a 50-page, first-person mono-
logue, a betrayed wife explains her side 
of a love triangle that has destroyed 
three li ves. h is not until the 10th page 
that the reader di scovers it is the mis-
tress herself that is being taken through 
the home that she helped destroy. The 
hostess intends to show her much more 
than she wanted to see. A mean trick 
indeed, but the title, remember, is 
"Revenge." . 
Sexual jealousy and a fear of jeal-
ousy lap at the edges of each of these 
sto ries li ke an all too fami liar house 
pet we are used to ignoring. And the 
fear of. appearing jealous di s lodges 
simple good judgment in these charac-
ters and creates comp lications that 
foster that very jealousy. 
Any reader who was taken through 
the st reets of the turn-of-the-century 
Manhattan in Millhauser 's Martin 
Dressler: The Tale 0/ an American 
Dreamer, his 1996 Pulitzer-Prize-win-
ning nove l, wi ll find themselves equal-
ly captured by these novellas. In each 
of these three nove llas the author takes 
the reader climbing though elaborate 
mazes, both psychological and physi-
cal. Millhauser's confident storyte lling 
style does not get s idetracked o.r dis-
tracted by those same complications. 
The change in the language in each of 
the three stories is worth the read all in 
itse lf. Th is book will be well worth 
reading. This is a maste r at work. 
,-----------------------------, 
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By Amanda Snyder 
Contributing Writer 
The literary world has had a love-hate 
relationship with the short story collection. 
Hard to sell and hard to categorize, a book 
of short stories might appeal to the A.D.D. 
crowd, but it isn't easy to market. Michael 
Knight's newest collection of stories, 
Goodnight, Nobody (Atlantic Monthly 
Press), makes things a bit easier. 
Knight is no stranger to finely crafted 
work. The author of the novel Divining 
Rod and Dogfight and Other Stories, 
Knight has received a stack of awards and 
fellowships. And they are warranted. The 
nine stories in Goodnight, Nobody are 
laced with powerful description and amaz-
ing insight into characters and thei r lives. 
Each and every one is engaging, from 
beginning to end. They are dramatic with-
out being melodramatic, with a light touch 
of humor. These stories are about simple 
subjects; most are about soured love: A 
separated couple tries to move past a mis-
carriage; A man trapped on the floor from 
a bad back is forced to think about his 
marriage and daughters; One is a twist on 
an urban legend about a woman's ex-hus-
band returning to her house to patch things 
up, only to be bitten by her dog and pass 
out before she gets home. Ordinary sub-
jects, but profoundly universal. 
There is an honesty to the writing, a 
kind of humility that isn' t always apparent 
in other writers' works. This honesty 
stems in part from Knight's dead-on dia-
logue. The dialogue is never forced or 
overdone. In fact, Knight would probably 
make a great playwright. Most of the sto-
ries are thick with Knight's powerful dia-
logue-with the notable exception of 
"Killing Stonewall Jackson." This story 
has the distinction of being the only one in 
the co ll ection told in the second person. 
But it's not an obtrusive second person-
you'll hardly notice it. 
It also stands out as the only piece set in 
another time period. It is told as a collec-
tion of instances about a band of 
Confederate soldiers. (All the stories in 
this book are set in the South.) "Killing 
Stonewall Jackson" is different from other 
stories in Goodnight, Nobody-it shows 
that Knight isn't afraid to play with fonn 
and point of view. 
The other eight stories are mostly to ld 
in the third person, although Knight 
seems equally comfortable telling both 
first and third person stories. 
In the story "Ellen's Book," a writer 
discusses how he will write a book about 
hi s marriage in order to win his wife 
back: 
" I set my spoon in the bowl. Ellen col-
lected my di shes, scraped uneaten bacon 
into the trash, spi lled leftover mi lk into 
the sink. She ran the faucet and rinsed 
her hands. I ' ll need to hand le this 
moment carefully in the book. Had I 
only recognized the importance of the 
morning, had I only known that an hour 
later she would be packing, an hour after 
that she would be gone, I would have 
penciled myself in a better man." 
In "Blackout," two neighboring cou-
ples are thrown into turmoil because of 
an electricity blackout: "Franny wiped 
See Goodnight, Nobody, page 28 
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Concert Review 
Morning Jacket wins over Chicago fans 
By Michael DesEnfants 
Staff Writer 
It seems odd that an alterna-
t ive country band could go on a 
U. S. tour with two pop-rock 
bands and be successful. But 
when that band is My Morning 
Jacket, who lists Neil Young 
and Led Zeppelin as influ-
ences, find ing any band that 
remotely sounds like it can be 
difficult. 
The Louisville, Ky. , band 
ro lled into the Met ro, 3730 N. 
Clark St. , for a May 15 concert , 
along with Burning Brides and 
Detachment Kit . j ust one stop 
on their 26-date to ur of the 
states. 
As Detachment Kit took the 
stage to open the show, it was 
difficult to comprehend how the 
same aud ience cou ld have come 
to see My Morning Jacket. 
While the music suffe red from 
the singer's incessant scream-
ing, the crowd was overjoyed 
with the dreadful screams and 
bare ly kept themselves from 
moshing. Burning Brides car· 
ried the torch left by 
Detachment Kit with ear·split-
ting sc reams in almost every 
song. 
Then My Morning Jacket 
walked on stage a little after 1 f 
p.m. to begin their 90-minute 
set. Keeping with tradition, 
front man Jim James was shoe· 
less as the band ripped into it s 
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first song. The set was mixed 
with old jams off Darla Records 
re lease The Tennessee Fire and 
. their 200t release At Dawn, as 
well as their debut on ATO 
Records, It Still Moves, set to be 
re leased in August. 
The band captured the aud i· 
ence, perfectly mixing old with 
new. The crowd was confused, 
yet excited by the new songs, 
continuousl y caught offbeat 
whi le foot tapping and head 
bobbing. The third song off The 
Tennessee Fire, "The Dark," got 
the crowd going with its hard· 
hitting guitar and powerful 
drum licks. . 
While it would seem redun· 
dant to rock out every song, 
MMJ did it like pros. As the 
crowd raised their fists to "The 
Way That He Sings," James 
conti nuously came to the edge 
of the stage to head bang to the 
crowd and disp lay his Flying V 
guitar. Whi le at the mic, James 
was remin iscent of the Addams 
Family's Cousin It with his long 
hair covering his entire face. 
The bearded James danced 
around the stage similar to 
Angus Young of AC!DC on one 
foot. 
The band ended its first set in 
dramatic fashion. As the last 
song "Phone Went West" ended, 
the band filed offstage one by 
one. The crowd didn't have to 
wait long before James came 
out for the encore performance 
One of several guitarists in My Morning Jacket perform alternative country rock May 15 at the Metro. 
of the century. Before starting, 
James thanked the packed 
Metro crowd for the warm weI· 
come the band always rece ives 
in Chicago. 
James, alone onstage with 
nothing but a guitar, set a slow 
pace and let the crowd catch its 
breath. !-I.e belted out the ballad 
"I Think I' m Going to He ll ," 
before inviting the rest of the 
boys back onstage to cont inue 
the show. The crowd was 
thrilled when the band began 
the tit le track otT At Dawn, and 
even more crazed when they 
rocked out to "0 Is The One 
That Is Real," off Ohia. 
My Morning Jacket won the 
crowd before even taking the 
floor and left no one in the 
building disappointed. The 
band truly looked like they 
were having the time of their 
lives and didn ' t want to be any-
where in the world but at the 
Met ro. 
Anxiety-riddled Adult steal,S the. ~how 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
If Adult's sold·out concert 
May 16 at the Empty Bott le, 
1035 N. Western Ave. , was any 
indication, '80s nostalg ia has 
run its course. Out is the kitschy 
snobbery, the legwarmers, the 
bl ind praising of Human League 
and Depeche Mode. In is the 
postmodern dystopia of early 
'90s industrial music , the black 
boots, black jeans and guitar 
feedback. 
And Adult, a man-and·wife 
duo from Detroit, should know. 
They helped usher in the electro 
revival back in 1998 when they 
started releas ing new wave tech-
no on their own labe l, Ersatz 
Audio. And they' ll help usher it 
out, too-their new album, 
Anxiety Always, makes a mock· 
ery of the genre. 
At the Bottle, Adult opened 
with "Shake Your Head," a song 
that wouldn't sound out of place 
on an a lbum by German indus-
trialists KMFDM, had it not 
been for Nicola Kuperus' dis· 
tinct scowl. Sounding like an 
older, more mature and pissed· 
off version of The Donnas' 
Donna A., Kuperus sang: 
"Shake your head! try and pre· 
tend." 
Continuing with the disi ll u· 
sionment theme, Kuperus sang 
"Blank Eyed, Nose Bleed": . 
"Wouldn't it be nice! to go to a 
party! and be the only one 
there." . 
Her husband, Adam Lee 
Miller, backed her up both on 
bass guitar and on the keyboard, 
producing a sound made up of 
equal parts Detroit techno (min· 
imal Roland drum machine 
beats) and industrial (harsh son-
ics, filtered bass and guitar 
riffs). And even though their 
sound on record is clinical and 
cold, they performed with warm 
energy, interact ing with the 
audience. 
Kuperus, who pranced around 
the stage, slapp ing hands with 
the faux moshers, said she refus-
es to play their biggest electro 
pop hit, "Nite Life." They did 
perform earlier songs like 
"Hand to Phone," revis iting 
their more tongue-in·cheek 
reviva l material. But Adult 
never fu lly embraced the cheek-
iness of the '80s, anyway. 
While contemporaries like 
Felix da Housecat and the DMX 
Krew glorified one-dimensional 
club culture, Adult's Kuperus 
sang songs about a post· rave 
wasteland. 
James Marlon Magas' open-
ing set, on the other hand, 
lacked in(lovation. Co· owner of 
Weekend Records and Soap, 
1919 W. Division St., Magas' 
act cons isted of litt le more than" 
simple synth chords, indeci· 
pherable vocoded vocals and 
minimal drum machine beats. 
His a lbum was released on 
Adult's label and is co-produced 
by Miller. 
By no means is it a departure 
from Adult's material , but where 
Adult melds their music with 
industr ia l, Magas simply pro· 
pe ls the status quo. But what he 
lacked in innovation, he more 
. than made up for on stage pres· 
ence, dancing around with his 
shirt off, twirling like a drunken 
whi rl ing dervish. 
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Delmark 
Continued from Page 21 
inal records, because the record com-
panies weren' t into reissui ng. 
"The record companies didn ' t 
understand the difference between 
jazz and pop music in terms of mar-
keting," Koeste r added. "They 
thought a jazz record was just a dif-
ferent sounding pop record. It 's easy 
to understand-big band swing was 
the pop music from say 1935 to the 
midd le '40,." 
Koeste r helped change that pe rcep-
tion, pioneering the recording of full-
length blues alb ums, inc luding 
Delm ark's most we ll -known hit, 
\965 's Hoodoo Blues Man by Ju nior 
Wells. And while Koester was search-
ing fo r the lesser-known acts, other 
labels We[e "chasing the top pop dol-
lar- the big sellers." 
Through it all, the labe l has endured, 
releasing influent ial avant-garde jazz 
records by Sun Ra and the Arkestra 
and by the Art Ensemble of Chicago, 
as we,ll as blues albums by Big Joe 
Williams and Magic Sam. To celebrate 
the labe ls' ann ive rsary, Koester 
released two double-disc albums, w ith 
jazz on one and blues on the other. 
Koester sa id CD burning and boot-
legging have taken its toll o n 
Delmark , whose sa les are down 50 
percent , whi le the sto re's sa les are 
down 20 percent. 
"The record business is not over, 
but it may go back to the visibi lity it 
had in the '30s," Koester said . "It has 
changed. I don' t think the record 
business will ever be the swinging 
thing it was even five years ago. It 
was a lready leveling off." 
Delmark artists will perform each 
day at the Chicago B/ues Festival, 
held in Grant Park, May 29 through 
June I. They will a/so hold their 
.annual Blues Brunch at 10 a.m. on 
June 1 at the Jazz Record Mart, 444 
N. Wabash Ave. All events are free 
and open to the public. For more 
information, vis it www.delmark.com. 
Goodnight, Nobody 
Continued from Page 25 
"Franny wiped her mouth, sp lashed 
more scotch in to her g lass and 
returned to her cha ir. She hadn ' t had a 
dr ink in seven months, no wine, no 
beer, no anyth ing, on the chance that 
she might come up positive on a preg-
nancy test. Now, with her vision soft-
en ing at the edges, all the plann ing 
and self-imposed restrict ions, all the 
vitamins and ovulat ion charts seemed 
as ridicu lous as Wyatt Mi ller measur-
ing hi s body fat." 
"Ellen 's Book" and "Blackout" seem 
to be similar stories. Both are about 
couples struggling to stay together. But 
while "Ellen's Book" is a numbered 
series of fi rst-person tellings bouncing 
between a man's present trial separa-
tion and the past leading up to it, 
"Blackout" is in the third person, there-
fore offering much more in the way of 
point of view. Knight can tell several 
stories in the same vein, and yet find 
many different ways to tell them. 
The stories in Goodnight, Nobody 
are quick ly devoured . With its true-to-
life characters and subtle humor, you 
are sure to z ip through them in a day or 
two. But take it slowly. Savor every 
one. You' ll be glad you did. 
lilT WILL WOW 
AND AMAZE YOU!" 
-DAILY HERALD 
I , .. " ", If 
BANK1ONE. 
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Almighty 
Continued from Page 21 
Jim Carrey plays Bruce Nolan, a TV reporter who gains God's powers. 
doi ng the right th ing and taking problems in 
stride. They can't rely on a greater power to 
fix everyth ing . 
Through his act ions, Nolan exempli fies 
that idea. At the beginning of the fil m he is 
an everyday guy with a good heart , who at 
times can be se lf-ce ntered . He might have 
good intentions, but he tends to get himself 
in trouble with hi s actions or big mouth . 
Once he gains God's power, he continues 
along the same path, only looking out for 
himself. However, that usually only gets 
him into more troub le. When he starts hear-
ing everyone 's prayers in his head , he tr ies 
to help everyone, causing more chaos. Even 
though he becomes the greater power, he 
can't help everyone. 
Although Bruce Almighty is at ti mes sim-
plistic, it ' s through that simplicity the 
movie gets the audience to think about 
greater things, a ll whi le providing some 
laughs. 
While the humor is juven ile, at least Carrey 
doesn't have Nolan talking out of his bun. 
Unfortunately, Nolan has an annoying catch-
phrase every time something goes wrong, "8 -
E-A-yootifu l!" which wears out fas t, but just 
keeps coming and coming. And the film drags 
out beyond its logica l conclusion. 
Overall, Bruce Almighty is a fine movie. 
If you' re a Carrey fan, you will defi nite ly 
want to see this-it's one of his better fi lms. 
And it's good to see a Carrey movie give 
yo u something to think about after it's 
over--other than toi let humor. 
Bruce. Almi9.h .. ty I ~I (Three out Of. four stars) , 
as part of a year·long celebration of his 7Sth birthday 
the Music Department of Columbia College Chicago 
will host legendary contemporary composer 
in an 
open rehearsal 
with the International 
Contemporary 
Ensemble (ICE) 
students are 
encouraged to attend, 
and will be welcomed 
into discussion 
with the composer 
and the performers 
Thursday, May 29 - 3:00 pm 
Music Center Concert Hall + Columbia College Chicago 
1014 S. Michigan, first floor 
Saturday, May 31 at 8:00 pm 
Portrait of C;eorge crumb 
performed by the International Contemporary Ensemble 
Sebastian Huydts, guest pianist 
CO L~' A These events are free and open to the public. 
For more info: 312/344·6300 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Sicil ian Sight 
5 Spouse 
9 Mennonite group 
14 Beetle larva 
15 Concept 
16 Pound poem 
p.,1 
17 Cover with a thin 
18 e=':era:~s 
20 Wise king 
22 Stick last 
23 Impa i~ 
24 D.C. bigwig 
26 Travelers' stops 
27 Colorado resort 
30 Sma. caps 
32 Low sound of 
suffering 
33 Slrawhat 
34 Nolwell 
37 Boat mover 
38 Moderates 
39 Ghostly 
oomneot 
40 Mineral spring 
41 Bowers 
42 Snow remover 
43 Place lor tots 
45 DJI:f(lnson and 
Teasdale 
46 Foolish one 
48 Summer hIs. in 
Boston 
49 Broadcast 
50 Commotion 
52 large but 
indelinlle in 
oumbe< 
56 Extraordinary 
59 Enthusiastic 
review 
60 Fireplace 
l,amewo<I< 
61 Containing little 
lot 
62 Greallandmass 
63 HoI sauce 
64 Furnish, for a 
..... 
65 Holler 
. DOWN 
1 Omelet need ' 
2 Sma. band 
3 _and void 
.. Belly 
5L ..... 
6 Yemeni port 
7 001009 or 
peko. 
S Corn serving 
9 Type 01 rain 
10 Five iron 
Solutions 
11 Unconscious 11~11~lli~;; 12 Austere 13 Rre lruck equipment 19 Polite social behavior 2 1 Fellow 24 Newport News, e.g. 
2S Restaurant 
27 Famous cookie 
mao 
28 CI,,,,",,, .goO! 
29 No! sclentificaJly 
3O~!J~~ 
31 Tax collectors' 
letters 
33 Destructively 
Irenzled 
35 Plunder 
36 Gattleca.s 
38 Old salt 
42 Depict 
..... wwn menaces 
~== 47 "Aicla:e.g. 
49 Correct t8XI 
~~ ~1,:, Russia 
53 Alleviate 54 _ ..... 
55 Actress Patricia 
57 Everything 
58 Hive resident 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
MODELS SEEKING DESIGNERS. Fashion Show Scheduled for 
8/03 seeks designers willing to provide their garments for 
exposure. Let us model your clothes and you get the 
credit. Contact 708-699-9096 
Start your home based business. Major International 
marketing business. entrepreneur is seeking, self motivated 
individuals to help us launch our local calling division and pre 
launch our energy division. Persons have the potential of earning 
six figure income within 12 months. Only serious need to apply. 
Contact Mr. Christopher Richards 877-866-3040 call or fax, or 
email : ccrich2@onebox.com 
PLACE A CLASSIFIED 
AD TODAY! ONLY 25 . 
CENTS PER WORD WITH 
A $5 MINIMUM. CALL 
3l2-344-7432 FOR 
MORE INFORMATION. 
Comics by Malissa Malnar 
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Summer in Chicago is a time for a 
variety of activities. From music 
fests to food fests, art galleries to 
bobbleheads and new trends to 
city traditions, Chicago plays host 
to three months worth of things 
to do. The following two pages 
include .some of the Chronicle's 
favorite summertime events. 
IIVltl 
Grant Park Music Fest celebrates 69th year 
o Orchestra draws members from 
Chicago Symphony and Lyric Opera for 
music festival 
"The festival is such an amazing resource for the 
city of Chicago," Ryan said. 
Accompanying the orchestra on select evenings is 
the Grant Park Chorus, led by Christopher Bell. Songs 
from "West Side Story" will be performed on June 13 
and 14, Russian Classics on July 9, the music of Ifving 
Berlin and Jerome Kern on July 30 and August I and 
the Damnation of Faust on August 15 and 16. 
The United States Air Force Singing Sergeants will 
accompany the Grant Park Orchestra July 3, as they 
celebrate the nation"s indeRendence. " Independence 
Eve" will be broadcast on WFMT-Fine Arts Network 
nationwide. "Venetian Night," another favorite of the 
festival attendees, returns August 2. The Grant Park 
Orchestra will perform a special concert of member's 
requests. The annual boat parade and fireworks fo llow 
the performance. 
By Jennifer Golz 
Staff Writer 
The Grant Park Music Festival is ente ring its 69th 
season, one that promises a 'variety of performances 
and programs in 2004. Returning conductors include 
Principal Conductor Carlos Kalmar and Principal 
Guest Conductor James Paul who will share responsi-
bilities with the Grant Park Orchestra. 
The popular "Rush Hour" series returns Wednesday 
evenings at 6:30 p.m. Crowd size averages more than 
6,500 attendees, for an hour and a half concert with no 
intermission. 
The Chicago Park District founded the Grant Park 
Music Festival in 1935. Today, the festival is co-spon-
sored by the Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs. 
The festival prides itself as "the nation's only free, 
municipally-funded, outdoor class ica l music se ries." 
Regular performances are scheduled for Friday and 
Saturday evenings and begin at 7:30 p.m. 
The Grant Park Orchestra is comprised of mus icians 
who regularly perform throughout the year with other 
orc;hestras. Many musicians are members of the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra and the Lyric Opera of 
Chicago Orchestra. 
"The Grant Park Orchestra and the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra are like a second home," Paul 
sa id. 
Combined, Paul and Kalmar have trave led around 
the world to conduct esteemed orchestras and sym-
phonies including the Royal Scottish National 
Orchestra, the Singapore Symphony, the West 
Australian Symphony, the National Orchestra of 
Spain, the Berlin Radio Symphony, the Nationa l 
Orchestra of Costa Rica and the Vancouver Symphony. 
The Grant Park Music Festival runs June II -August 
16, of which all performances are free and open to the 
general public. Open lawn and se lect pavi lion seats are 
ava ilable on a fi rst come, first-served basis and one-
night passes for the reserved section of the pavHion 
seating is available for $10. 
"We are used to working with each other, and can 
get to work right away" Paul said. "People get a sense 
we have been working together for a long time," he 
added. 
Next year the Grant Park Music Festiva l wi ll move 
to Chicago's Mi llennium Park for its current home at 
the Petrillo Music Shell, which can accommodate 
more than Il,pOO concert-goers. Karen Ryan, marketing and public relations special-
ist for the city of Chicago has been promoting the fes-
ti va ls for the past three years, but has been an attendee 
for many years. 
" I am pleased to have gone to some places several 
times-some exotic and some not so exotic places," 
Paul sa id. 
"The Mil lennium Music Pavi lion is amazingly state-
of-the-art because of the acoustics that will greatly 
enhance the experience," Ryan sa id. 
Chicago sings the blues--:times 20 
o City puts twist on 
fest ival's anniversary 
By Kristen Glanfortune 
Staff Writer 
The 20th Annual Chicago Blues 
Festival will take place in Grant 
Park May 29 through June I . 
Th is yea r' s theme-"20th 
Anniversary of a Hundred Year 
Tradition"-coincides with 
Congress declaring 2003 as the 
"Year of the Blues." 
The Chicago Blues Festival is 
one of 20 events sponsored by the 
Mayor's Office of Special Events. 
It is the largest free-admission 
blues fest iva l in the world . And the 
Office of Special Events estimates 
!liat 750,000 people will attend. 
Columbia President Warrick L. 
Carter said he enjoys the blues fes-
tival, and wi ll be in attendance this 
year as we ll . 
"The blues fest is one of the very 
important music festivals identified 
with the c ity of Chicago, one that I 
annua lly a.ttend," Carter sa id . 
" I have been a fan of several 
blues musicians most of my li fe," 
he sa id . "and find the honesty and 
earth iness of the music ve ry 
refreshing." 
Performers will include Otis 
Rush, Bonnie Ra itt, Otis Taylor, 
The Electr ic Mudcats featuring 
Daddy G and Chuck D, Henry 
Townsend, Homes ick James, 
Charlie Musselwhite and Barry 
yoldberg's Ch icago Blues 
Reunion. 
"[This event is important to the 
city) because of the rich roots as 
well as how the blues has influ-
enced rock music ," sa id Blythe 
Modrowski, spokeswoman from the 
Office of Special Events. "A lot of 
the music we play today is influ-
enced by the blues." 
The artists will perform on fi ve 
stages in Grant Park, as we ll as at 
the Petrillo Music Shell. 
The event will be open from noon 
to 9:30 p.m. 
"We've got extra things that are 
happening in addition to the blues 
. fest," Modrowski sa id. 
The city will unveil a blues muse-
um called the Chicago Blues 
Exchange at the Chicago Tourism 
Center, 72 E. Rando lph St., on June 
L 
The museum will house videos, 
information about local blues 
musicians, di scuss ions and photos, 
some of which are from nationa l 
archives. 
Carter sa id he thinks Columbia 
and its students can benefit from an 
event like the blues festival, as well 
as other large events hosted by the 
city. 
"A ll of the various festivals are 
of great importance and impact to 
the city of Chicago," Carter sa id. 
"They serve to further identify the 
city as a cultural and artistic mecca 
with a great appreciation for music 
of various genres." 
Carter added that the first faculty 
member hired by the college in 
1965 was Bi ll Russo, a music pro-
fessor. 
A musician himself, Carter sa id 
most recent ly that various student 
ensembles have been more preva-
lent on campus, and he looks for-
ward to it con tinuing. 
" I would hope that Chicago stu-
dents would take advantage of the 
various musical fes ti va ls presented 
in the city," Carte r sa id. "A famil-
iarity with and understanding of a 
variety of music genres serves to 
broaden music students in very 
positive ways." 
Taste mixes food, music in Grant Park 
o Pete Yorn, Elvis Costello 
headline this year's fest 
By Nicole Caraglannldes 
Staff Writer 
Activities at thi s year's 23rd Annual Taste 
of Chicago will be as di verse as the visitors 
the festiva l attracts. . 
From pizza to ostrich burgers, country 
musk to Broadway performances, 5k runs 
to Ferris whee ls, the world 's largest food 
festival , according to the mayor's office, 
has something to offer everyone. 
The Taste of Chicago takes place in Grant 
Park from June 27- Ju ly 5. 
"Chicago is a world-class city," sa id 
Veronica Resa of the Mayor's Office of 
Special Events. "It's an international city. 
People travel from as far away as Japan, the 
Netherlands and even Austra lia to come to 
the Taste." 
With big names performing and more 
than 65 restaurants serving up their best, it 
is no wonder the Taste of Chicago attracts 
vis itors from all over the world. 
" I like entertainment, every year they 
have some one good coming. I also like the 
variety of food," said Columbia radio major 
Chay Holloway. 
Last year's Taste of Chicago attracted 
3.35 million people. This year, the Mayor 's 
Office is expecting 3.6 mi ll ion. 
This year's Taste of Chicago offers music 
lovers a var iety of sounds to relax to whi le 
digest ing their food. 
The headliners playing at the Pet rillo 
Music Shell include Erykah Badu, Kenny 
Rogers, India.Arie, Pete Yorn, The 
Wall flowers , Shery l Crow and Elvis 
Costello and The Imposters. 
"Arti sts are interested in this event 
because Chicago is a city with its roots in 
music," Resa said. "Blues was invented 
here . We are also known for our private ven-
ues which brings in major music talent." 
The 13th Annual Chicago Count'}' Music 
Festival will also take place in conJunction ' 
with the Taste of Chicago. 
The country music fest takes place June 
" , 
28-29 and will feature well-know country 
artists Loretta Ly nn and John Michae l 
Montgomery. 
Afte r the eight-day food extravaganza, 
those who overindulged can work ofT the 
extra pounds by participating in the II th 
Annual Bally Total Fitnc;;ss Race to the 
Taste. 
The 5k run-or if running seems a bit too 
ambitious after all your feasting you can opt 
for the two-mi le walk-takes place on July 
6. 
The run or wa lk starts at 8:30 a. m. at the 
corner of Columbus and Balbo drives and 
will travel through the Loop, fina lly leading 
back to the Taste of Ch icago. 
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South Loop shows off art Bobbleheads get 
nod from MLB 
o Life-size baseba ll icons look 
to top cows as new roadside 
Chicago theme 
By Michael Comstock 
Staff Writer 
When people think of bobble heads, they think of the 
cute little dolls. But the c ity of Chicago and Major 
League Baseball are about to change a ll that. 
The Chicago White Sox and the Mayor's Office of 
Special Events have joined to promote this year 's AII-
Star Game with li fe-s ize decorated bobblehead dolls . 
This year's Midsummer Classic is slated for July 11 at 
U.S. Cellular Field. 
"Bobbleheads are a baseball icon," said Rob Gallas, 
vice president of marketing and broadcasting for the 
White Sox, via e-mail. "And the tie-in with the All-Star 
Game will help remind everybody that the All -Star 
Game will be hosted this year by the White Sox at U.S. 
Cellular Field on July 15." 
The-bobbleheads wi ll be in the same tradition as the 
city's "Cows on Parade" street art. Whether they will 
be as popular as the cows remains to be seen. 
. Heather MorrisonIChronicie 
" [It is1 hard to predict if the bobbleheads will be as 
popular as the cows, but they 've been popular all over, 
so there is no reason to believe they won't be success-
ful," said How:ard Schlossberg, direct~r of the Creative 
Sports Marketmg Program at Columbia. The Glessner House, 1800 S. Prairie Ave., holds daily tours of its extensive artifact and book collection. 
"Was the furniture around the city last summer as 
popular as the cows? Who knows?" Sch lossberg said . 
"Some promotions hit a home run, so to sp~ak, and 
some do not." 
o Area. institutions 
offer artistic reflection of 
past 
By Renee Edlund 
Contributing Writer 
The existence of art in the South 
Loop is a reflection of growth, ~jgh 
culture, consumerism and industrial 
achievements. Perhaps Jess recog-
nizable than the Art lnstitute . of 
Chicago, smaller. intimate museums 
and galleries are home to an evolu-
tion of architectural accomplish-
ments, priceless artifacts and the 
transition of Chicago culture among 
this developing community . . 
Visitors are able to view the influ-
ence of wealth and architecture in 
the South Loop at the historic 
Glessner House Museum, 1800 S. 
Prairie Ave. . 
Carina Carusi , director and cura-
tor for the museum explained its 
place in the South Loop as a con-
tributing factor to the growth of the 
area. "Glessner is a cultura l anchor. 
As far as new development, thi s is a 
hi storical di stri ct because of 
G!essner House, which I think has 
been a good se lling point for the 
area," Carusi said. 
John and Frances Glessner, an 
affluent fam ily, hired Boston arch i-
tect Henry Hobson Richardson in 
1885 to estab li sh a stately home set 
apart from the row of millionaires 
living a long Prairie Avenue. 
Richardson ignored traditional resi-
dential appeal and des igned a 
Romanesque-sty le fort ress. "When 
first built, the house was subject of 
much remark by passers by ... " John 
Glessner wrote in his Story of a 
House. 
The end of the 19th century soon 
-began a diminishing appeal to the 
Prairie Avenue neighborhood, and 
the Glessner House was the only one 
to survive. "As the city grew, more 
trains came into the area, which pri-
marily ran on coal," Carusi said. 
"The South Loop became so li ttered 
with noise and pollution because 500 
trains a day would come. Many 
moved towards the North S ide or the 
suburbs." 
The Chicago Sch901 of 
Arch itecture Foundat ion, now 
known as the Chicago Architecture 
. Foundation, 'was created in order to 
save the home. 
Betsy Hutula, volunteer and pro-
gram coordinator at ' the museum, 
describes Glessner as an influence to 
the community with the historical 
landmark status . "The Glessner 
House is a cornerstone in this bur-
geoning community," Hutula said. 
"This new neighborhood wouldn 't 
be developing without the Glessner 
House. There wouldn't be this move 
to Prairie Ave. as a great address." 
Today the museum holds more 
than 6,000 artifacts, 3,000 books, the 
Glessners' original monogrammed 
china from Marshall Field's, hand-
crafted furnishings and cabinetry. 
The collection includes art from the 
Aesthetic Movement and English 
Arts and Crafts Movement. Created 
especially for the Glessners, the col-
lection features the work of 
Chicagoan Isaac . Scott , picture 
frames, textiles and ceramics. 
Hutula said she has seen a variety 
of students visit ing the home, "We 
get second graders through graduate 
students. For the most part, students 
usually come on the free day, but we 
get lots of international students vis-
it ing in the summer," she said. 
Carusi invites the college commu-
nity of the South Loop tq attend the 
summer events. "Summer is our high 
touri st season and the new CTA 
Green Line has made a specific stop 
at the museum," Carusi said . The 
museum is free on Wednesdays, and 
G lessner House tours are held 
Wednesday through Sunday hourly 
from I p.m. to 3 p.m. Students pay 
$9, and general adm iss ion is $11. 
The preservation of history and 
culture continues with the Spertus 
Institute of Jewish Studies, 6 18 S. 
Michigan Ave. The museum looks at 
Jewish religion and culture with 
thousands of years of history and 
contemporary artifacts. Co llections 
include artwork, artifacts, videos, 
rare books and music. 
Visitors are able to see 18th-centu-
ry European candlestick ho lders, 
prayer and Torah scrolls. Influential 
Jewjsh practices are featured with 
objects needed for ci rcumcisions, 
bar and bat mitzvahs, weddings and 
funerals. The museum is separated 
into two sections: one for children, 
and one for adults. The basement is 
an interact ive learning space fo r 
kids . Children are ab le to unearth 
replicas of Israeli artifacts in a mock 
archeological site. 
An expansion to the Holocaust 
exhibition in the Spertus Museum 
was completed in March 2003. Lisa 
Vestal, tour coordinator said, 
"Students have a furthered opportu-
nity to view the Holocaust, World 
War II and the geography with the 
expansion." 
Summer events for the Spertus 
Museum include a lecture called, " Is 
Cloning Humans 'Kosher '? Judaism 
on Reproductive and Therapeutic 
C loning" on June 12. " We are 
always looking to get more students 
to come visit Spertus," Vestal said. 
For an opportunity to view 
Chicago'S blues musical history, the 
Blues Heaven Foundation, 2120 S. 
Michigan Ave., pays tribute to vari-
ous prominent loca l blues musicians. 
Named after famed musician Willie 
Dixon, the foundation is located on 
the so-called Record Row. 
Autumn Smith, vis itor and client 
liaison, described the significance of 
Willie Dixon's musical talent. "He 
was one of the most prolific song-
writers in American history," Smith 
said. 
The building was once home to 
legendary record label Chess 
Records. Artists such as Willie 
Dixon, Muddy Waters, Bo Diddley 
and the Rolling Stone:; have record-
ed with the label over the years, and 
the bui lding houses a museum, edu-
cational cente r and recording studio. 
The museum offers student group 
tours on Tuesday, Thursday and 
Saturday from noon until 2 p.m. 
Admission for ages 6 to 13 is $3, 
ages 13 to 18 is .$5, and students 
o lder than 19, with a valid ID, pay 
$10. 
Locals who have seen the bobbleheads have been 
receptive to them. " I think it's great," said Randy 
Klodz, 22, a journalism major at Columbia. " It's kind 
of like the cow thing, but it has more life to it." 
"In any event, the All-Star Game will sell-out, and 
the pre-game events, [such as] the Home Run Derby 
the day before should do we ll too," Schlossberg said. 
"The game is so ld to the sponsors. The locals get few 
precious tickets made available ." 
Despite that, getting local interest is important. "Too 
bad, at this juncture, the White Sox are not play ing like 
they are going to be well-represented in the game, 
which will not hurt local ticket sales, as I mentioned, 
but will hurt local interest," Schlossberg said. "The 
Cubs will be well-represented though, or should be, 
and Dusty Baker. as last yea(s National League 
Champion manager, is managing the National League 
team." 
The National League team, as well as the American 
League and 30 Major League teams will be represent-
ed by 35 decorated life-size bobblehead. They will 
stand at 6-feet-s, including a small base. 
The exact locations of where the bobbleheads will be 
displayed have yet to be detennined. "It is a safe bet to 
assume they will be scattered in high traffic areas 
downtown," Gallas said. "[They] will start going up in 
the next few weeks and will be up until just after the 
All-Star Game, when they will be auctioned off for 
charity." 
Those who miss out on the bobbleheads at the auc-
tion will get another chance to own a copy, Gallas said 
that the group Forever Collectib les, based out of East 
Brunswick, N.J., will make a complete sct of miniature 
All-Star bobbleheads that will be sold at U.S. Cellu lar 
. Field. 
After last year's tie game, Major League Baseball 
needs good promotion to get fans excited about this 
game. 
"Baseball needs this All-Star Game to be successfu l 
after last year's fiasco and ongoing, slumping TV rat-
ings for the Midsummer Classic," Schlossberg said . 
"Baseball has big problems. A good, exciting All-Star 
Game that does not end in a tie would help." 
Other City of Chicago Summer Event s 
*19tbAnnuaJ €!.Ucago Go~. M 
* 13t1tAnnual Chioago Country 
*Independence Eve Fireworks S 
*4th~:}nnual Out~~of 
*TaU Ships@ , J11I' 3 
*46th Annual Venetian Night, AllgUSt 2 
ival;q"J!!te &8"> 
iVal;1llne 28·29 
, July-3 
ai, July I S-Augu~t 26 
'c'" .,<- .m,' 
*4SlhAnnual C!.UcagoAirand Wat.etShow,August 16-17 
*15tj&\Wl~ YJ,yaJ ChicagQ~~io Festi~iI1. AUgqsl!J-Z4 
*7th Annual Celtic fest Chicago. septem~r 13-14 
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EGG DONORS 
NEEDED 
Give the gift of life to an infertile couple 
LUCRATIVE COM PENSATION for qualified individuals! 
- Special need for Caucasian donors 
- College educated preferred 
- Between the ages of 20-30 
- Completely anonymous 
847.656.8733 
,,~ >, for More Informallon 
c) V erne.! Info@eggA 1 1 com 
~ The Center for Egg Options Illm Ols, llC 
c .. " www 099411 com 
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS 
. Earri .S8.50 per hour, with increases of 
,", ;~: ' ~04 . aft~r: 80 day •• n~ S04 after one year 
"'.' "; Weekends & Holidays Off· Weekly Paychecks 
Consistent Work Schedule · Paid Vacations 
Excellent Benefits (MedicaUUfe & 401 K) 
h.,'C'.,:~:: < ' t/n , . ~.' 
PALATINE 
2100 N. Hicks Road 
(H~ks .& R.~J~d.;J 
if ~; 841-r05"~025 ' 
Un d e rg ro lln~Ch£~f~nt 
. Mon. - Thurs, 8-6, Fri. 8-3 
HAYEA 
GREAT 
SUMMERII 
SEE YOU NEXTYEARI 
'. 
'. 
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The changing role of opera 
As part of the Chicago Opera Theater's Opera 
Insights series, the Chicago Cultural Center invites 
music critic Andrew Patner and historian Ela 
Weissberger to speak about their experiences with 
music and the role of music in teday's society. 
"Krasa: Brundibar & Martinu: Comedy on the 
Bridge," one of the Chicago Opera Theater's 
upcoming comedies, is the anticipated focus of 
Patner's discussion. 
Weiss berger is set to put a twist on the series 
and discuss opera as it relates to her time spent at 
a concentration camp in 1942 when she was a 
young girl. Stories of her roles in the opera that 
were performed while she was imprisoned will set 
the tone for her talk. 
Patner and Weissberger will be featured May 29 
and June 3, respectively, at 12:15 p.m. at the 
Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington St. 
These events are free and open to the public. 
For more information, call (312) 744-6630. 
19th annual gospel festival 
On June 6-8, Chicago will be reintroduced to 
gospel music, as the city-sponsored Chicago 
Gospel Music Festival hits the stage for its 19th 
year. Headliners for the three-day event include 
Smokie Norful, The Rance Allen Group, Donald 
Lawrence and the Tri-City Singers. and Mary Mary, 
a Grammy-winning gospel combo. 
Last year's event reportedly attracted 150,000 
people, and just as many are expected this year. 
The festival will take place at Grant Park. 
For more information, call (312) 744-3315. 
Wishing Bob a happy B-day 
Chicago will say happy birthday to Bob Hope with 
a 100th birthday bash. With a variety of keynote 
speakers and tons of food, The Museum of 
Broadcast Communications will explore and high-
light the life of this far-from-typical 'entertainment 
legend. 
Bob Hope's party will take place May 29 at the 
Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington St., in 
Preston Bradley Hall, from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. 
For more information, call (312) 629-6000, or visit 
the museum's website, www.museum.tv. 
Market offers summer deals 
The New Maxwell Street Market-the oldest 
streets ide marketplace in Chicago, according to the 
city of Chicago website-accommodates more 
than 480 vendors from around the world every 
Sunday from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Located on Canal Street and Roosevelt Road, 
the market features a variety of products for sale. 
It's sponsored by Mayor Richard M. Daley and the 
Department of Consumer Service and has become 
known as an original Chicago tradition. 
Loop the Loop for free 
The Chicago Transit Authority recently restarted 
its annual sequence of free Loop tours. The tours 
will be offered each Saturday at 11 :35 a.m., 12:15 
p.m., 12:55 p.m. and 1:35 p.m., according to the 
CTA's website, and will begin at the 
RandolphlWabash el stop. . 
Sponsored by the Chicago Architecture 
Foundation and the Chicago Office of Tourism and 
the CTA, the tours are used to provide a historic 
look at the inner Loop. 
Call (877) CHICAGO for more information. 
Don't forget about the lions 
The Lincoln Park Zoo is getting some of its 
favorite animals. Starting May 24, the zoo will fea-
ture its new Regenstein African Journey, an exhibit 
that, according to the zoo's website, will welcome a 
variety of elephants, giraffes and hippos. 
For more information, call (312 ) 742-2000. 
If you have an 
upcoming event or 
announcement, call the 
Chronicle's news desk at (312) 344·7255, 
May 27; 2003 
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Hotel workers protest wages 
o Employees speak 
out against salary drop. 
lack of contract 
By Jennifer Golz 
Staff Writer 
Nearly 500 members of lIote l 
Emp loyees and Restaurant 
Employees Union Local I and 
supporters protested in a rally in 
front of the Congress Plaza 
Hotel, 520 S. Michigan Ave., on 
May 19. 
The hotel e mployees have 
been work ing without a contract 
s ince January I. 
Lars Negstad, spokesman fo r 
HERE Local I , sa id the 
Congress Plaza Hotel cut 
employees' wages 7 percent and 
froze all health-care benefits . "It 
is so outrageous what they are 
doing," Negstad said . 
According to Negstad, before 
wage cuts , a Congress Plaza 
Ilote l room attendant makes on 
average $8.83. 
This is 13 .25 percent less than 
other Chicago downtown hotel s 
pay the ir Local Un ion One 
employees. 
In addition to pay decreases 
and hea lth-care freezes, Negstad 
Proposal 
Continued from Back Page 
said the hotel has the ability to 
subcontract work fo r various 
departments. 
Sharon Williams is a sw itch-
board operator at the Congress 
Plaza Hotel. "After they cut our 
wages, they want to take our jobs 
100," she said . 
Franc ine Johnson, a Local I 
organizer, was at the protests to 
lend her he lp any way she could. 
"We have g iven the hotel time to 
negotiate . It 's t ime for them to 
step up and do the right thing," 
Johnson said . 
A s imilar negotiat ion took 
place last year with neighboring 
downtown hotels including the 
Sheraton C hicago, the Pa lmer 
House Hilton and the Rit z-
Carlton Chicago. 
For those Chicago hotel work-
ers, Local 1 wo n an inc redible 
victory, a 54-percent tota l pack-
age increase, including pay, 
health care and paid time off. 
"Th is is not a strike , just a 
demonstration . We ' re going to 
show the Congress [Plaza Hotel1 
as Local I we're standing strong 
and we deserve the same [bene-
fits] as our brothers and s isters-
the same as our brother and sis -
ters got, a pay increase not a 
decrease ," Williams said . 
Heimi Roji s, a cook and union 
member at the Sheraton Hote l 
Chicago, protested at last year's 
ra ll y for contract renewals and 
was there to he lp o ut at this 
protest. 
" It 's not fa ir, we have to work 
together a nd make a st rong 
union . The compan ies have to 
make a fair renewa l," Roj is said. 
According to an offic ial state-
ment from Pete r Andjelkovich, 
the Congress Plaza's spokesman 
and ch ief negot iator, at 
www.hote l-onl ine.com. "The 
union has not had time to negoti-
ate." 
C iting over a nine-month per i-
od, the two organizations have 
only met eight times. 
According to the same state-
ment, Andje lkovich sa id hotel 
occupancy has declined 30.5 per-
cent and room rates reduced II 
percent due to terror events of 
911 1. 
The offi cia l statement from the 
Congress Plaza Hotel li sts their 
fina l offer, "a 7 percent wage cut, 
the right to subcontract out all 
the jobs and elimination of 
health care coverage and pension 
contribut ions. " 
HERE union members will 
strike on May 29. 
" We have children to support 
and there is no way we can sur-
vive in this world witho ut our 
money," Williams said . 
just been unveiled." 
"Ifit contams all that 
they say it wilLit will 
add to the convenience 
of the community.'> 
Gent ile was particular-
ly exc ited about the cen-
ter, wh ich, he fe lt , wou ld 
benefit the growth of the 
area. 
"Development is key," 
he sa id. "Out wi th the 
old, in with the new." 
Stur ino said the IIPRN 
will send out a needs sur-
vey to residents ask ing 
them what faci lities they 
would use at the center. 
" Based on the people 
we've ta lked to, they 
seem pretty excited 
about it," she said. "The 
needs survey would give 
us a read on how many 
people wou ld use it." 
-Sharon Watson, 39 
hWe bave a commuoi"" 
ty center? 1 had no idea.~· 
-Lisa Carardonna, 37 
"Now thlll Colwnbia 
is growing~ students 
need to get more 
involved in tbe com .. 
m.unity.~' 
- JelT Oreen, 21 
But, not everyone was 
happy with the fact that, 
after the cente r is bu il t, 
people wou ld have to be 
c harged a month ly fee 
for the center's fac ilities 
in order to pay for 
upkeep of the bui lding. 
" I think it should be 
free ," sa id Robert 
Williams, 46, a re s ident 
of the South Loop for 
about nine months. '" 
think the state should 
have more to do with it." 
Cindy Hicky, 40, was 
persona ll y ind ifferent to 
the whole idea. 
" It probably won't 
even impact me," she 
said , "because I probab ly 
won't even go. 1 didn ' t 
even know about it. " 
Les li e Sturino , an 
I-IPRN board member, 
was slight ly baffled 
when she heard of the 
low percentage of people 
who had even heard of 
the possib ility of the 
community center's cre-
ation . 
"They must not read 
the paper," she sai d 
referring to articles writ-
ten on the proposal in the 
C hicago Journal, the 
South Loop's communi-
ty newspaper. " But , [the 
center has 1 more or less 
Phil Hols inge r, 36, 
who has li ved in the 
South Loop for a year, 
might be among those 
with little desire to par-
ti cipate. 
"I think people would 
go," he sa id , "but I 
know I wou ldn't." 
Neil Frankel , 65, a res-
ident of the area s ince 
1972, is quite wi lling to 
use the center once it 's 
complete. " I think it ' ll 
be g reat," he sa id upon 
being informed of the 
deta il s of the center, 
"especially with the par-
ticipation of the 
schools." 
Frankel's opinions cer-
tainl y represent the 
majority, no matter what 
level of informat ion 
they've rece ived on the 
project so far. 
But, Sturino said the 
HPRN is working to keep 
more res idents updated . 
Carardonna sa id she 
fu lly supports the com-
munity center. " We ll , as 
long as my property 
taxes don't go up," she 
sa id . 
., 
In the Loop ... 
Chris Coates 
-News Editor-
That's it. Itls over. The last column of the storied 
2002-2003 academic year. It was full of protests, bomb 
threats and pension plans. We' ve bad our ups and downs. 
We' ve made some mistakes. Spelled names wrong. 
Typed wrong page numbers. Lost phone numbers. Gone 
em-dash crazy. 
Oddly enough, it's nothing like The New York Tunes. 
In case my column mug shot didn"t tip you off. I'm a 
fan of The Times. It's a fine read-a public record. More 
importantly, it is the definitive newspaper for the think-
ing journalist. I respect The Times-most journalists do. 
ThaI was until Jayson Blair, a 27-year-old Times 
reporter who, his editors discovered. fabricate~ plagia-
rized and falsified dozens of stories during his four-year 
tenure. 
Now r can't help but think twice about the text I read 
every morning. 
By all accoWlts, Blair was a maverick reporter. He was 
young and motivated. But his record was tarnished from 
the beginning: His erratic behavior dated back to his 
days as an editor of the Unjversity of Maryland's news-
paper. The Diamondback. 
Blair was the typical journalist-an egotistic chain-
smoker who took 00 more work than he could ever pos-
sibly complete. 
And the fact is, although generated on the pages of the 
Gray Lady. most purveyors of the media were bardly 
surprised by Blair's yellow journalism. Worst of all, it 
appears many of the sources Blair misquoted or, in some 
cases. completely fabricated. didn' t bother to contact the 
43rd Street headquarters. Perhaps they prepared for and 
expected such literary license on Blair's behalf. What a 
sad commentary that is. 
But The Times is not alone. 
Surely the names Stephen Glass (formerly of The New 
Republic), Mike Barnacle (formerly of the Boston 
Globe) and Janet Cooke (formerly of The Washington 
Post) ring a bell. Cooke won a Pulitzer Prize for her 
piece "Jimmy's World'" before admitting to making the 
entire yarn up. 
Today, Barnacle is commentator on MSNBC, while 
Glass is the author of a " fictional" acCOWlt of a young 
writer who bends the truth. The last anyone heard of 
Cooke, she was working as a saJesclerk in a Liz 
Claiborne store in Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Sadly, they are not alone. The Denver Post, Salt Lake 
City Tribune, San Francisco Examiner, Los Angeles 
Times, Toronto Star, Orlando Sentinel and St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch have all publicly confronted plagiarism-
although every newspaper, including the Chronicle, has 
confronted dozens behind closed doors. 
Even the stoic National Public Radio hasn' t been void 
of plagiarizers. Nina Totenberg, an NPR legal alTairs 
correspondent. was fired from her position as a staff 
reporter for the National Observer in 1972. She was 
accused of lifting verbatim from the Washington Post. 
(Don't get Totenberg confused with Jacki Lyden, my 
fJlvorite NPR personality-and a fonner Chronicle 
adviser.) 
Historians and authors Delores Kearns~Goodwin and 
Stephen Ambrose have been accused of plagiarism. A 
Wall Street Journal reporter was convicted in 1985 of 
purposely publishing lOformation that would sway the 
markets to benefit the stocks he owned. Newsweek~ 
which published Blair's story in its May 26 edition, con-
frooted a plagiarizer in 1997. The Sun-Times reportedly 
bad a run-in with a fairly well-known fabricator back in 
1985. 
So, if so many of our medIa outlets deal with erro-
neous materials, what's the big deal? Plagiarism isn't 
illegal. appearing not once in the reams of U.S. code. It 
really doesn' t hurt anyone. 
But in the world of journalists, it deserves the death 
sentence, at least professionally. At many newspapers, 
copied material is dealt with swiftly-it is not onJy cut 
from the pages, its writer usually follows quickly behind. 
This paper can only ensure the same. 
Trust is the only thing this newspaper has. 
I'U see ~ou next year at the editor's desk. 
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Sex offenders still 
reside at mission 
o Despite sweep 
last fall , mission still 
houses seven 
By Angela Caputo 
Contributing Editor 
Registered sex offenders 
released from the Illinois 
Department of Corrections have 
officially taken up residence at the 
Pacific Garden Mission, 646 S. 
State St. , despite a law that pro-
hibits them living near a school. 
according to police officials. 
Offenders residing at the home-
less shelter violate a 1998 amend-
ment to the Sex Offender 
Registration Act, which makes it 
unlawful for a sex offender to live 
within 1,000 feet of a school, 
child-care facility or day-care 
center. 
The miss ion, which houses 
hundreds of men each night, bor-
ders Jones College Prep. a public 
magnet school located at 606 S. 
State St. that enrolls approxi-
mately 750 high school students. 
Of the seven offenders listed as 
living at the mission. none were 
present when the Chicago Police 
Department investigated to see if 
they were there May 13. 
First District officers said they 
are now paying special attention 
to ensure offenders do not stay at 
the homeless shelter. 
"Pictures are being posted at 
the entrance and if they are seen 
there they are going to be held" 
until law enforcement officers 
can help to relocate them, said 
First District Sgt. Bill O' Reilly. 
registered sex offenders who 
were staying at the local shelter. 
They were found in violation of 
the Sex Offender Registration 
Act because of their close prox-
imity to the school. Removing the 
sex offenders took eight months 
to complete because of the tran-
sient nature of the men who stay 
at the shelter, O'Reilly said. 
Law enforcement officials 
credit the confusion about send-
ing sex offenders to the mission 
after release from prison, despite 
its iUegality, to miscommunica-
tion in a multilayered process of 
reintegrating offenders. 
Currently, 13,103 sex offenders 
are registered and live in lILinois. 
according to Illinois State Pollee 
spokesman Master Sgt. Rick 
Hector. According to the lllinois 
State Police Department , 85 per-
cent are in compliance. 
"Compliance rates are pretty 
good," Hector said. "But there are 
still those who don' t comply." 
Failure to register is a class-four 
felony, he said. 
Once a sex offender is released 
from the Department of 
Corrections, they must register 
with local police annually in 
accordance with Megan's Law, 
enacted in 1996. 
Megan's Law is named for 7-
year-old Megan Kanka, a New 
Jersey girl who was raped and 
killed by a known child molester 
who moved across the street from 
her, unbeknownst to her family. 
Brian Morowczynsk.ilChronicle 
Although springtime temperatures stayed unseasonably cool on May 22, cyclists braved the wind 
along Lake Michigan at Lakeshore Drive and Congress Parkway. 
Police said the mission has 
been in full compliance and is 
helping officers to uphold the 
law. President of the mission, 
David McCarrell. was not avail-
able for comment by press time. 
Registered offenders are also 
responsible for notifying police of 
address changes to maintain the 
accuracy of the website's data-
base. The city then updates its 
database and sends the informa-
tion to the state police 
'They register with the city and 
the city sends us the info," Hector 
said. "We update it daily," he said. 
Last fall , the Chicago Police 
Department made a sweep 
through the mission, which 
resulted in the relocation of 60 
The Chicago Police 
Department has not yet added the 
offenders to its public database. 
A ceo Weather 7-day 
toreca.st tor Clllc:ago Residents clueless about center proposal 
o Neighborhood gives 
mixed reactions on plan to 
build new community center 
By Usa Balde 
City Beat Editor 
The South Loop neighborhood 's plan 
to build a community center on State 
Street and Congress Parkway, an idea 
formulated mainly by members of the 
Hi storic Printers' Row Neighbors, 
attracted a plethora of attention and 
excitement from the nearly 100 residents 
who attended its offi cial unveiling on 
May 14. 
But, outs ide of the group that showed 
up to check out the slide-show proposal 
fo r the possible four-story, $23 million 
to $28 million community center and 
park, few residents seem to know that a 
project of this sort was even being con-
sidered. 
"We have a community center?" said 
Lisa Carardonna, 37, a four-year resi-
dent of the South Loop. "I had no idea." 
Residents seem to be awes truck and 
ecstatic by the project's poss ibilities. 
" 'think i t'll allow a good recrea tional 
opportunity Iforl neighborhood students 
and res idents," said Doug Phi llips, 
~--------------~--= 
owner of Printers' Row Rare and Fine 
Books, 715 S. Dearborn St. 
The plans for the community center-
detai led at the May 14 meeting by Joe 
Antunovich, president of Chicago-based 
architectural firm Antunovich 
Associates-include visions of a build-
ing chock full , with two basketball 
courts, a running track, a daycare center 
and a variety of meeting and recreation 
spaces-even a swimming pool. A 
small park will also surround part of the 
proposed institution, providing a much-
needed "green space" for the neighbor-
hood, said HPRN members. 
"1 think Roosevelt has [basketball] 
courts we can use, but that's not adver-
tised," said Jeff Green, 21, a film major 
at Columbia, in response to the possibil-
ities of such amenities. "Now that 
Columbia is growing. students need to 
get more involved in the community." 
The perks intrigued res idents, 
although a lot of them seemed initially 
skeptica l of the plan and wondered 
whether or not the centcr was just anoth-
er random idea that will remain stuck in 
the planning stages. 
" If it contains all thut they say it 
wilL .it will add to the convenience of 
the community," said Sharon Watson. 
39. 
Curnrdonnu agreed, even as she tried 
w ... ~,(olumbw( hton Ie le.colll 
to figure out why she hadn't heard about 
the community center before hearing 
about it from the Chronicle. 
" It hasn' t even been in the Near 
West/South Gazette," she said. "But, I 
think it would be good. We have a lot of 
kids in the area and a lot of college kids 
in the area." 
The University Center of Chicago, or 
"superdorm," and the hundreds of stu-
dents it will house after Sept. I , 2004, 
has been a consideration on every level 
of planning the center. 
Antunovich, who designed the "super-
dorm" on the southeast comer of State 
Street and Congress Parkway, is slated to 
design the community center, as .well. 
Initially, Antunovich would hke col-
leges to contribute to the center. 
He told the Chronicle that he has 
already talked with representatives from 
three area colleges about aiding the pur-
chase of the land and the center- two 
feats that neither the HPRN nor the resi-
dents of the South Loop have enough 
money to complete. 
"1 th ink with that dorm going up 
across the street. it' ll be ideal," said 
Flavio Genti le, owner of Printers' Row 
Pharmacy, 72 1 S. Dearborn St. "It 's bet-
ter than thnt Burger Kina." 
See SS 
